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WEATHER
Today: Partly Cloudy
High 82, Low 65
Saturday: Partly Cloudy
High 81, Low 65
Sunday: Partly Cloudy
High 83, Low 61
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System to Purge Non-Validated Students
I

office~

which misdirected my parents on earth should it take this much hassle
Contributing Writer
and I in regards to our loan applications. and stress to get validated? What really
If my classes are purged, the process bothers me is that you can't even get a
All students who do not pay their of fixing the situation will unacceptably meal plan if you're not validated. So does
tuition and fees today by 3:00 p.m. wili . impinge on my studies."
Howard want us to starve? It's not like
be purged fro1n the Howard University
Parker is also struggling with finding the food is that great anyway."
system.
time to wait in line at the financial aid
Freshman Frederick Brian was not
According to the Student Services office and attend classes on a consistent impressed by the financial aid process
and Financial Aid page on BisonWeb, basis.
"The financial aid process is extreme"any student who has not registered and
Along with the frustrations of not ly slow and unjustified," Brian said. "I am
has not paid tuition and fees will not be being validated, students are just as an international student and the people
allowed to remain in class and 'vill not upset with the manner in which the at the financial aid office were not very
receive credit or a grarle for the course." University is handling the regis~ration helpful. They couldn't find my informaMaking the payments is easier said process and their treatn1ent of non-vali- tion at first anc;i it took three weeks to
than done for many students.
dated students.
process my financial aid package. I am
"On the real, I've given up hope of
"From my e>.'Periences at Howard, about to be purged out of school and it's
validation," said junior Jonathan Park. the registration process is such a deba- not even my fault."
'Tm not yet validated, and it is entirely cle," said Omorede Booth, a sophomore
Park suggests that students be
the fault of the Howard financial aid radio, 1V and filtn major. "I mean, why allowed to participate in administrative
BY JAHDAI L. DAWES I

procedures to make thiµgs run smoother
and more effectively. I
"This school needs to restructure
its administration to serve students
more efficiently," he said. "Perhaps
there should be greater student input in
University policies."
Officials in student accounts were
not available for comment at press time
while financial aid officials declined to
comment. However, students who are
not validated are advised to monitor the
progress of their loans at least once a day
either in person or on BisonWeb, which
displays the loan's status after logging in
and following the proper links.
If students feel they are being misSee STUDENTS, News A5

Students Unhappy with
.Delayed Visitation
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

. 1 ia Good'-On· StafT PhotogratJhfr

Students living in dorms are unhappy with the postponement of visitation
privileges t hat were supposed to being Tuesday. Residence Life says v isitation will start next week.

Council
Debate
Canceled

See VISITATION, News A5

Racy Election Website Has Mixed ReViews
BY JAHDAI L. DAWES I
Contributing Writer

BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Howard University
·student Association-sponsored
city council debate, scheduled
for Sept. 7, was canceled at the
last minute.
The event was not publicized
to the student body because
it was not confirmed, but the
debate was intended to spark an
interest in local politics among
Howard students before the Sept.
14 primary. The panel discussion and questioning by me1nbers of student organizations
were planned to be directed to
local candidates for the At-Large
Member of the City Council post,
Kwame Brown, Sam Brooks, and
Harold Brazil. They would have

Late night fire alarms in Meridian
Hill Hall are not always caused by amateur chefs in dormitory kitchens, but are
sometimes the result of students setting
off the alarm while sneaking in guests in
through the basement to compensate for
the lack of visitation privileges.
Residence Life notified residence
halls that visitation for students would
begin Sept. 7, giving students two weeks
to begin their studies and get situated in
their rooms. That date came and went and
students in dorms were still not allowed
to have guests. After several attempts to
speak with Charles Gibbs, the director
of Residence Life, he was not available
for comment at press time, but workers
in the office confirmed that visitation is
slated to begin so1netime next week.
"I am looking forward to when we
actually get visitation so I can just spend
time \vith my guy friends because the
Annex is all female, " said Erin Scott, a
sophomore English major. "The lobby
monitors told us we were getting visitation [Wednesday], but that hasn't happened."
For those like Scott, the confusion of
when visitation actually begins is more
bothersome than getting the privilege
itself. Scott said that she and other residents anticipated visitatiqn on Tuesday,
as signs posted throughout the build-

ing proclaimed, but were told by Annex
Community Director Lavalla Wilson that
visitation had been postponed because of
computer problems.
"I don't care when we get visitation
just as long as we get it," Scott said. "Just ·
give us the right date and stick to it, and
not make us believe and anticipate one
date, just to set it back."
For so1ne residents, particularly in
co-educational dorms, visitation restrictions are not a big deal.
"Visitation has not been a problem
in Meridian since we supposedly have
everybody [whose popular] in our dorm,"
said Ihuoma Ukoh, a sophomore political
science major. "I see the RAs use their
authority to bring in their friends, but we
just have fun amongst ourselves."
Though students are granted visitation around the same time each year, this
year's feels more drawn out than in years
past for many students.
"It seems like it is taking longer than
last year for residents to get visitation,"
said Leslie Thomas, a junior sociology
major, who resided in Cook Hall last
year and now stays off campus. '·1 am just
looking forward to being able to visit my
friends who stay on campus."
Thoughts of innuendo and e>.'Plicit
acts are often associated with the image
of college students visiting the opposite
sex behind closed doors. However, for

~

See DEBATE, News A5

Throughout the 2004
presidential campaign, both
conservatives and liberals have
made several attempts to sway
voters toward their particular
party. However, with the creation of \vww.fthevote.com,
the Democrats are using the
age-old combination of sex and
politics to draw undecided voters.
The light-hearted website
encourages voters to choose
from one of over 100 models
to have sex with in exchange
for a promise to vote against
President George W. Bush in
the Nov. 2 presidential election.
"Everyone knows liberals
are hotter than conservativeswe look hotter, we dress hotter,.. our ideas are hotter, and
we are infinitely hotter in the
sack," the website states. "We
must use our sexual appeal to
our advantage, as one more

' weapon in our already diverse
arsenal. By stripping conservatives out of their clothes, we
can also strip them of their
power."
While the Howard's chapters of the College Republicans
and College Democrats of
America could not be reached
at press time, some students
find the website exciting and
others view it as nothing more
than a desperate attempt made
by the Democratic Party to win
the election.
"If this website is indicative of the liberal left wing, and
they have become so desperate
that they have resorted to selling their bodies, then I know
that the Republican Party is
doing something right," said
junior political science major
and Republican Stephen K.
Nichols. "On the converse, I
appreciate the· website for
removing the moral degenerates out of our party."
See WEBSITE, News A5

n
'

Fthevote.com encourages eligible voters to have sex with
models provided through the website under the condition
that the voter does not vote for President Bush.
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Howard University President
H. Patrick Swygert will be
presented with the CBCF
Chairman's Award Saturday
evening for his contributions
to the African-American community.

Swygert
To Receive
CBCF
Award
BY MELANIE R. HOLMES &
CHARREAHJACKSON
Hilltop Staff

President
H.
Patrick
Swygert will be presented
with the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation (CBCF), Inc.
Chairman's Award in recognition of his outstanding contributions to African-Americans at
the CBCF annual awards dinner
Saturday.
Congressman
Elijiah
Cummings wjll ·present the
awardsat7p.m. at the Washington
Convention Center to Swygert,
National President of The 100
Black Men of America Thomas
W. Dortch, Brown University
President Ruth Simmons, and
Vice President of National City
Corporation Danny Cameron.
"Each year, outstanding
Americans are recognized at
our annual awards dinner for
the contributions they make to
society," said CBCF President
Weldon J. Rougeau. "H. Patrick
Swygert is an extraordinary man
who has spent his entire life in
the service of others. We applaud
him for his contributions. We
are honored to give the CBCF
Chair Award to Mr. Swygert for
his impeccable record of service
to the community."
Swyge1t said that it is
extre1nely gratifying to be chosen for the award because of
what it represents.
"This honor, to me, represents the appreciation and recognition of our University and it
is deeply meaningful," Swygert
said. "At the same time, it is
humbling because there is still
so much to do. I am deeply grateful to the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation and I pledge
my continued service to higher
education and our community."
Some students are less convinced that Swygert deserves the
award and feel that he is not visible enough on campus.
"All I know is that he had all
those town hall n1eetings," said
sophomore electrical engineering inajor Clarence Wells. "The
only time I saw him was during the pinning ceremony and
[opening] convocation."
Senior chemistry major
Tunicia Walker does not feel
that Swygert does enough for
See SWYGERT, News A5
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BLAGOSAH to Restart Condom Distribution
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Two years ago, students entering the
cafeteria level of Blackburn Center on
Friday afternoons were offered more than
just food. They were offered condoms.
The Bisexual, Lesbian, and Gay
Organization of Students At Howard
(BLAGOSAH) distributed condoms in the
student center from Spring 2001 until the
organization's disputes with University
administration caused the program to end
in Spring 2002. Currently, BLAGOSAH
members plan to reinstate the program.
"We're going to petition the appropriate people," said BLAGOSAH President
Chris Bolden-Newsome, a senior anthro- ·
pology major. Bolden-Newsome intends
to include inforn1ation from studies that
show sexually transmitted disease rates
on the rise, especially among college-age
students and the Black community.
According to Bolden-Newsome,
attempts were made to restart the program but administrators said there was
no credible information that warranted a condom distribution program on
Howard's campus. However, BLAGOSAH
disagrees.
"We want to keep the University
administration always aware that they
have a responsibility to the students,"
Bolden-Newsome said. "I want them to
get away from ideology and respond to
the [STD] epidemic."

What do
you plan on
doing for
September
11th?

Durell Hairston
Freshman
Pre-Pharn1acy
"It's nothing that I want
to commemorate."

BLAGOSAH began handing out con- gested that they be allowed to give out
doms in conjunction with Us Helping condoms in the Punch Out or the cafeteUs, a support group for Black gay and ria, but administrators felt this was inapbisexual men. As many as 200 condoms propriate. Watkins feels that BLAGOSAH
were distributed a week when, according stopped the program because "they were
to BLAGOSAH nle1nbers, the administra- not allowed to do the distribution as
tion began to disapprove of it.
1nuch as they would have liked." She
In a September 2003 article, for- also mentioned that administrators felt
that informative litmer BLAGOSAH
erature should have
President
Emeritus Sterling
been handed out
Washington told
along with the conThe Hilltop that
doms.
Currently,
the reason the
program ended
Watkins is unaware
.
.
.
was
because
of any attempts by
University
offithe organization to
cials felt that givreinstate the proing out condoms
gram but is open
·'·., ··..
.
encouraged stuto the possibility if
dents to have sex.
certain proV1s10ns
Belinda
are made. "It's not
. -BLAGOSAH President
Watkins, direca bad idea in and of
Chris Bolden-Newsome
tor of Student
itself, but education
Activities, gave a
should go along with
different explanation. Although Watkins it,'' Watkins said. "Just handing out conwas not working within student activities doms without any other information was
at the time, it is her understanding that irresponsible."
BLAGOSAH and the administration disDuane Howard, a senior electriagreed on how often and where the con- cal engineering major and current
doms should be given out. According to BLAGOSAH vice president maintains
Watkins, BLAGOSAH wanted to reserve that more was involved in ending the
a table in Blackburn every Friday.
program then scheduling and location
"We don't allow anyone tables exclu- disagreements.
sively every Friday," Watkins said.
"[The administration] did not like
The student organization then sug- the idea of a student organization giving

. ''We want to keep the
. University ad1ninistration always aware
· that they have a
responsibility to the
· st11dents,'' .· · · · ·
,

out condoms," Howard said. "I did not
think anyone would have any objection.
You can't really do any harm distributing
,condoms on college campuses because
it's known that there is a high STD trans111ission rate on college campuses."
According to the American Social
Health Association website, www.
ashastd.org, two-thirds of all new STD
cases occur in people age 25 and under.
Also, at least one in four Americans will
contract a STD in their lifetime.
Howard felt the condom distribution
program was a way to combat these statistics.
He is willing to work with the administration to get the program reinstated
and said that he would be willing to move
t11e program to Howard's Health Center if
administrators object to using Blackburn
again.
Students support BLAGOSAH's initiatives and disagree with administrators
about the distribution promoting sexual
activity.
"I think it was a good idea because
once students hit campus, sex is a major
part of [campus life]," said Shemekia
Sloane, a junior psychology major. "It
encourages students to be responsible."
Shadeenah Russell, a sophomore
radio, television and film major, also felt
the program should be brought back.
"I think it should be reinstated
because condoms can get expensive."

•

Cliff Davis
Senior
Biology
"A moment of silence
for the victilns and a
prayer for America."

~tatltnt

J-la"·thron!'- Starr PhotOjtruphtr

About 12 students attended a discussion on voting in Douglass Hall Wednesday night called "The Bullet,
the Ballot or the Bullsh*t." Discussions will be held every Wednesday for the remainder of the semester.

Students Discuss U.S. Political System And Voting
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Herbert Heastie
Senior
Business
"I plan to attend a
co1nmemorative
ceremony."

As the 2004 election season heats up, some Howard students gathered in Douglass Hall to talk about the An1erican
political system and the value of voting in a seminar called
"The Bullet, the Ballot, or the Bullsh*t: Taking a look at the
U.S. Political System."
The seminar, conducted by a local man, Khaliq "Yhwh"
Elhillali, is the second in a series of open lectures and discussions on black social issues that Elhillali is planning to
conduct.
Speaking to about 12 students, Elhillali began his presentation by asking students to give their opinion on the
American political system and whether or not it was good for
black people as a whole. When some of the students attending responded by talking about inequalities of the political
system, Elhillali affirmed their beliefs.
"Even the [American political] system itself, the day it
was born, was designed to keep certain people out," Elhillali
said. "It was never designed for blacks or women."

According to Elhillali, the American political system
does not work for minorities.
He also feels that no real difference exists between the
Republican and Democratic parties. "Both parties are not for
helping people on a social level," Elhillali said.
Elhillali did not give many concrete solutions to problems in the black community but stressed the importance of
being active in the black community as well as education and
self-government among African-Americans.
"We have to start reeducating ourselves," Elhillali said.
"We have to set up a framework to govern our own community."
·
Many of the students attending the discussion seemed to
agree with a majority of the points that EU1illali made.
"It seems that everyone [attending] has a consensus
that something is wrong," said Aaron Hippolyte, a graduate student majoring in political science. "It was very educational. We need more seminars [like thisl so people can
express what they feel."
Elhillali also touched on the role that wealthy black
entertainers should play in their communities by buying prop-

erty in their old neighborhoods to help their communities.
"I had never really thought about how entertainers have
all this money and they themselves can help (Black people],"
said Mark Cox, a freshman sociology major.
Although onl) a dozen students attended, many of them
learned a lot from the seminar. "l found it very interesting and
informative," Cox said. "I'm thankful that [ElhillaliJ came
here to educate us."
Alanna Casselle, a freshman whose major is undecided,
attended Elhillali 's first seminar on black education last week
and said he made her want to learn more about herself and
her history.
"I didn't know that I didn't know myself," Casselle said.
"l' m discovering about myselt:"
Elhillali, a 31-year-old engineer, will be holding similar
discussions on Wednesdays in Douglass Hall Rn1. 133 for the
rest of the semester.
The next class will tentatively be dealing with the issue
of domestic violence and black women.
"The classes are not to force people to think a certain
way, but to force them to think period," Elhillali said.

Students Unsure of Trustee Scholarship Award Process
Steven Williams

Senior
Biology
"Wear red, white, and
blue as a symbol of
patriotism."

BY JOHN KENNEDY
Contributing Writer

Presidential,
Laureate,
Founders. Howard University
offers a variety of prestigious
scholarships to its best and
brightest students. However, the
Trustee Scholarship is unfamiliar to many students.
"I just checked my financial
aid summary and it was there,"
said sophomore history major
Morgan Penn.
The Trustee Scholarship is a
merit-based scholarship awarded by individual schools within
the University, generally to fulltime students with at least a 3.0
GPA in the preceding academic
year.
Music business 1najor Kim
McFarland was rewarded a
$2,000 Trustee Scholarship

from the Division of Fine Arts.
Like many other students, she
learned about the scholarship
after already being awarded. "It
just fell in my lap," McFarland
said.
Most schools automatically reward eligible students,
but others, such as the School
of Engineering and the School
of Education, require students
to submit an application for the
scholarship.
According to Leslie Niskey,
the financial aid and experiential programs coordinator
of the College of Engineering,
Architecture, and Computer
Sciences, all eligible applicants were awarded a Truste~
Scholarship for the past two
years.
Some schools offer full or
half-tuition scholarships while

larger schools, such as the
College of Arts and Sciences,
award scholarships ranging
from $1,000 to full-tuition.
"To help motivate the students to continue to do well,
we try to give all students who
make the dean's list a scholarship,'' said Jean Bryan, director
of educational advisory of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Despite the intention to
award all eligible students, a
surplus of high-achievers s01netimes makes this goal unattainable. For instance, the School
of Co1nmunications awards fullor half-tuition scholarships to
its top students until funds are
depleted.
Broadcast journalism major
Ar11anda Nembhard qualified
for the scholarship but was not
awarded.

"I understand that the
School of Communications is
very competitive," Nembhard
said. "It only drives 1ne to work
harder this year."
The College of Alts and
Sciences was able to award
about 500 students witl1 Trustee
Scholarships this year, allowing
many students to receive modest scholarships. While some
students appreciate every bit of
help, others feel that this awarding method needs improvement.
"It's like you work so hard
and you are given a scholarship that can barely pay for your
books," says computer information systems major Rahson
Taylor. "Every little bit counts,
but it takes a lot more than
$1,000 to even put a dent in the
cost of college."

On the other hand, t11ose
who have received substantial
scholarship awards are grateful.
"[The scholarship] definitely
made a big impact on my ability
to pay for school,'' said international business major Jan1es
Carpenter, who earned a 3.9
GPA last year. "It's just too bad
that one 'B' made the difference
between a fuU tuition and a half
tuition scholarship."
So1ne feel that not enough
students are aware of this scholarship opportunity.
"If students don't know
about the scholarship there is
no specific goal to strive for,"
McFarland said.
Students can find more
information about the Trustee
Scholarship, among others, on
their school's website or by contacting their academic adviser.
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UGSA REPRESENTATIYES

·

SchoolofEducation

BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

With over 6,ooo undergraduate students currently enrolled, determining and
addressing the concerns of the large student body can be difficult. The Howard
University
Undergraduate
Student
Assembly (UGSA) is comprised of elected
student officials from each undergraduate school, who seek to represent their
individual student populations through
service, leadership and change. The 26member governing body adopted the
motto "Unity in Action: Corning Together
as One." In addition to passing legislation
for student government, UGSA hosts various events throughout the year including, the Homecoming Coronation Ball,
the Grievance Week, the Luau, the Ski
Trip, the Spring Black Arts Festival and
the upcoming Boat Ride on September
17, 2004.

College of Arts and Sciences

Kirkland LaRue, Vice President
Jade Btn·ke, UGSA Representative
Temika Michaels, UGSA Representative

College of Engineering,
Architecture, and Computer
Science
Kyle Pitts, Vice President
Aureus Griffith, Vice President for
Engineering & Computer Science
Mia Sensabaugh, Vice President for
Architecture
Tiffany Battle, UGSA Representative

College of Pharmacy, Nursing,
and Allied Health Sciences
Dante Gorham, Vice President
Jade Beckett, UGSA Representative

UGSA Mission Statement: We,
The Undergraduate Students of Howard
University, form this Assembly: to meet
the needs of the Undergraduate Schools
and College$ and the comn1unity at large;
to develop, maintain and coordinate joint
programs between the e Undergraduate
Schools and Colleges; and to promote
firm reciprocal continuance of this relationship after graduation.

Danielle K. Perry, Vice President
Daniel Blakemore, UGSA Representative
Ololade Fawole, General Assembly Chair
Brooke Fortson, Grievance Director
Raven Johnson, UGSA Representative
Courtney Nelson, UGSA Coordinator
Xayna Sanders, General Assembly
Note: Those representatives not picParliamentarian
tured did not have their pictures taken
Muhammad Salaam, Financial Advisor
by UGSA prior to the assembly's photo
deadline.

School of Business
Christ)rn Page, Vice President
A.J. Watson, UGSA Representative
Candice Jackson. UGSA Repr~sentative
Crystal Sumpter, UGSA Representative

*School of Communications will add
hvo representatives to its council during
the Special Elections later this month.

School of Communications*
Kadia Edwards, Vice President
Keila Foster, UGSA Representative

•

Hands-Free Cell Phone Law Makes Students Worry-Free
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard students no longer have to ride the
shuttle bus in fear of accidents resulting from
reckless driving by shuttle bus drivers using handheld cell phones.
On July t, a D.C. law went into effect banning
the use of cell phones while driving without using
a hands-free device. If caught breaking the law,
drivers will be fined $100.
"I was on the shuttle last year and the bus
driver almost sideswiped a car in front of Cook
because he wasn't paying attention to the road
because he was talking on his cell phone," said
Jasn1in Hicks, a junior rnarketing major.
While some students who ride the shuttle still
see the drivers using cell phones without a handsfree de\ice, thev often think little of it.
''It's pretty often that I see a driver using his
[hand-held] cell phone," said Cyrus Hampton, a
junior English nlajor. "It makes me question how
much the driver is focusing on their job, but you
see people driving with cell phones all the time so
it's not really that big of a deal."
Regular shuttle bus riders are not bothered
by shuttle drivers talking on the phone while driving, but would voice their feelings about the way
the shuttle was being driven if their safety was in
danger.

"If they were driving [and using a hand-held

cell phone] it would bother nle, but if they were
just sitting there I wouldn't care,tt said Ayesha
Smith, a sophomore biology major. "Ifl saw where
the shuttle bus was driving recklessly then I would
say something.
"Other students whu ride the hus are con1pletel) unaffected b) cell phone use while driving
because they feel it has become so common,' said
Kyle Winston, a freshman architecture rnajor. "It
would not bother me at all to see a shuttle driver
using a cell phone because people use them all the
time in L.A., I'm used to it.''
Because of the law, so1ne students who have
their own cars are more careful to use alternative
methods besides holding the phone to their ear in
order to avoid tickets.
"I usuall} use an earpiece when I drive, but
I'm more cautious now because there are times
when I have picked up the phone real quick [while
I'm driving]," said sophmnore business 1nanagement major Amanda Porter.
The law, passed in January by the D.C.
Council, bans all hand-held cell phone use except
when dialing, hanging up or turning the cell phone
on and off.
Drivers can avoid paying the $too fine by
showing proof of purchase of a hands-free device
between the date the citation was given and the
date that the fine is due.

rcfsJfisto1

laa c;,JCMt 111· '• tr l"tl•1l1 ,r1!phtr

Despite a recent law passed in July that bans the use of hand-held cell phones while driving
in the District, some students do not use hands-free devices and risk receiving a $100 fine.

A Moment in Howard History:
Center for Sickle Cell Opens
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

•

Howard University's Center
for Sickle Cell Disease was
founded over 30 years ago and
is still trailblazing toward a cure
for the disease, making strong
efforts to promote awareness
among the public.
Opening in 1975, Roland B.
Scott established the center in
1972 after the Sickle Cell Anemia
Control Act of 1971 was passed.
Located at 2121 Georgia
Avenue, the Center or Sickle Cell
Disease provides literature and
flyers to the public to inform
them of services that the center
provides, locations and schedules where sickle cell testing is

adn1inistered, care instructions
for afflicted children along with
general inforn1ation on sickle
ct>ll ane1nia. The center also publishes its own newsletter under
the sponsorship of the College of
Medicine. Community promotions are also an essential part of
the center's duties such as holding seminars, giving speeches
and conducting presentations at
schools.
Bought by the University
from the Kelly Lumber Yard,
Scott saw the center as a positive
opportunity for the University to
research and ultimately discover
a cure for sickle cell disease.
The center has made forward strides promoting awareness and studying the disease,

most recently the joint study
by the Sickle Cell Center and
National Institute of Health.
The study was published
in the New England Journal of
Medicine. Researchers, including Oswaldo Castro, acting director of the Sickle Cell Center, have
determined that nearly one third
of adults with sickle cell disease
develop pulmonary hypertension, or high blood pressure in
the lungs, and the condition
causes a much higher death rate
in patients who have it than in
those who do not. According to
researchers, the study's findings
reveal a dire need to diagnose
this complication in adults with
sickle cell disease, as it is a major
risk factor for death.
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HUSA Debate Falls Through
STOP.
No or1e is allowed to
go under barriers.

NOTICE!

NO
VISJTATIO

DEBATE, from Campus A1

been asked questions by representatives of various student
organizations.
"We wanted to expose students and the local community
so the candidates learn about
their platforms for people who
are voting, and for those who
aren't voting in D.C. to get an
idea about the issues facing the
community," said HUSA Vice
President Freda Henry.
According to Henry, the
main reasons for the event's
cancelation were the need for

a last minute change of venue
from the School of Business
Auditorium and a Jack of security.
"The School of Business
doesn't have political events pr
any events that service the com1nunity," Henry said.
Director of Political Affairs
for HUSA Chequan Lewis had
been \VOrking on the event over
the summer and was upset that
the event did not take place as
scheduled.
" I wasn't willing to accept
that it was going to be canceled," Lewis said. "I have been

working on this since June and
I have put my heart and soul
into it. At the last minute, a lot
of logistical things fell through.
The University felt that there
wasn't enough support and it
was in our best interest not to
have it."
While the decision was 1nade
by the administration on Friday,
miscommunication among the
HUSA staff caused uncertainty
as to whether the event would
take place. The entire staff was
not notified until Tuesday afternoon that the event was definitely canceled.

Conservatives and Liberals
Find Website Distasteful
W EBSITE, from Campus A1

Tia Good.on· Starr Photographer

To ensure only residents enter the building, students are checked for their student identifications upon entering the dormitories.

Visitation to Start Next Week
VISITATION, from Campus A1

many students, visitation is not
about intimate moments, but
an opportunity to spend times
with friends in a comfortable
setting.
"It's not even sexual,"
Thomas said, regarding students having visitation in campus housing. "Females are just
asking can they have their other

female friends come visit. People
are still trying to get housing, so
they may need to depend on
friends until their situation is
worked out. With the Yard getting cold and the Punch Out
always packed, I just want to see
iny friends."
For freshmen like marketing major Kevin Booth, who
looked forward to the freedom
they envisioned college would

have, the lack and postponement of visitation is frustrating.
"They tell us we are supposed to be adults, but what
adult can't have visitors or guest
over?" Booth said. ''They treat
us like we are in prison. Can I
have a female over to study or
help me with my math? Is that
too much to ask?"

treated or are not being provided the proper assistance in the

financial aid or student services
office, grievance forms are available in the Howard University
Student Association office locat-

Swyg.e rt Earns CBCF Award
SWYGERT, from Campus A1

Today Last Day to Pay Fees
STUDENTS, from Campus A1

Sentiment detesting the
website is not exclusive to
Republicans. Rory Scott, a
junior information systems and
analysis major and Democrat,
feels that the efforts of the site
are misplaced.
"I feel that ftbevote.com is
a site of individuals that will go
to any extent to CAi>ress themselves sexually," Scott said. "I
do not feel that it in anyway it
is aiding the election process.
In no way should sex, sexual

ed in Blackburn Center room
102.

preferences or any sort of sexual
Although the website proactivities be tied into American vides a small disclaimer about
politics or elections."
not "condoning prostitution"
In addition to the explicit and encourages visitors of the
manner in which the website site to be "safe and smart," stuattempts to defeat Bush, some dents still question how safe
feel that it could be detrimental , and sn1art physically engaging
to the Democratic Party.
with a stranger could possibly
"This website is almost be regardless of its purpose.
making a bad name for the
"There is no extent that
Democratic Party," said Epris son1e people will not go to in
Pittman, a junior radianon ther- order to amuse themselves
apy major. "It is using voting when in actuality they are makto promote sex, and indirectly, ing themselves and this nation
sexually transmitted diseases look foolish," said Rachel Davis,
and HIV.'
a junior biology major.

the community surrounding
Howard University.
"All I see him do is solicit
money for the school," Walker
said.
"I always see him smiling
in pictures and getting checks.
I never see him do anything out
in our immediate community.

That's why they call us bourgeois."
On the other hand, some
students appreciate Swygert's
contributions to the University.
Junior finance major Jamel
Willis feels that the high percentage of graduates that
receive jobs imn1ediately after
graduation as well as those who
continue on to graduate school

A SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE
"A Time to Mourn, A Time to Heal, A Time to Reflect"

Remembering September 11, 2001

Howard University
Flagpole
Main Campus
Sponsored by:
The Office ofthe Dea11 ofthe Chapel,
Howard University Student Association;
and Cllapel Assistants

is proof of Swygert's contributions to the African-American
community.
"It is community service in
and of itself to head this profound university," Willis said.
"This is a well-deserved award."
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Shuttle Bus Plagues Divinity Students

PERSPECTIVE

Freshman 15:
Not Just a Myth
But Reality
BY TORI SCARBOROUGH
Graduata Editor

It's midnight and you and
your class1nates have just finished studying. You really don't
feel like going straight to bed
because of this appetite that you
have acquired while studying for
those long hours. So, what do
you do? You grab a late night
snack or two and the "freshman
fifteen" begins.
When I attended undergrad
for the first time I was fearful because I thought that I was
going to get the freshmen fifteen.
I had heard horror stories from
my
mother
and other relatives about
not allowing
this to happen to 1ne.
Back
home
I remember
people going
off to college
and coming
back hon1e a
little heavier
than they left. But there was
always the elderly mother at
church who would point out,
"Suga you haven't missed any
meals at school have ya?" It was
the worst. When I finally went
off to school I lived with paranoia
all throughout college about the
freshman fifteen because I did
not want that to happen to me.
But I got through my fresh-

BY ASHLEY MCWILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

1nan year all right with no excessive weight gain. But I did see
my classmates begin to balloon.
An undesirable and unwanted
pudge began to appear around
their middle sections like middle-aged people who didn't
exercise. They were only i8
years old. Later I found that this
pudge came not from eating in
the cafe, or from cooking in the
dorm room, but from vending
machines, fast food restaurants
and other unhealthy late night
smorgasbords.
Several of my classmates
were so excited to be away from
home. son1e for the first time,
they
went
ballistic.
I
vowed that
I would only
eat out for
special occasions. I made
it
through
undergrad
without the
iilllliiiiiiiiiiii-•freshman fifteen and to
me it was a
big accomplishment.
Then I went to graduate
school at Howard and received
my first refund check. The
gorging began and the freshman fifteen became my reality.
Wendy's, McDonald's, every
Chinese and Jamaican restaurant within a four-mile radius
See REALITY, News A?

For 1nost
liowardites,
access to university transportation is readily available. On
the weekdays, the Howard
University Shuttle Bus Service
begins at ?:20 a.n1. and ends
al 11:57 p.m. It stops at various dorn1itories every 10 to 20
nlinutes. Students living on the
rnain campus also have the freedom to ride the weekend van
when shuttle service terminates
at midnight. Yet, a different bus
schedule applies for residents
in Mays' Hall.
Mays Hall, located on
the East campus site: for the
School of Divinity, houses
primarily divinity students.
Ur iergraduate and other graduate students also reside in
these quarters. VaNatta Ford,
a third year divinity student
states, "There is only one shuttle that comes to campus every
forty minutes. If you miss the
shuttle because it comes too
early or too late, then you are
stranded."
Students point out that the
single divinity bus is an anomaly
compared lo lhe multiple buses
that service the residence halls
of Slowe, Meridian Hill Hall,
and the Howard Plaza Towers.
The operational hours for
the Divinity route are 7:30 a.m.
to 9:45p.m. Monday through
Thursday. On Fridays, the
last shuttle runs at 7:30 p.m.
Katanya Carson, another divinity student and Mays Hall resident, said this schedule does
not accommodate many divinity students. "Unlike main campus, some dhinit) classes go
until 10:20 pm. However, the
bus service stops at 9:45 p.m.,"

Graduate Students and
Campus Life
BY INGA JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

Graduate students are oflcn
perceived as phantom ghosts at
Howard University. They arc rarely seen unless they teach a course,
work closely with faculty and staff,
or they are in' olved in campus
events and activities.
Graduate students, likc many
undergraduate students, have so
much on their professional and personal plates that it is difficult for
their presence to be felt, even by
other graduate students in the same
department.
Their focal points, at least academically, comprise of excelling in
their chosen field. graduating at the
top of their class, and collaborating
with faculty ancVor administrators
on research projects related to their
professional interests and goals.
Yet, to accomplish this goal, graduate students must have stability in
their lives. Stability is a relative
term because graduate students'
needs arc often unique and different from undergraduate students, as
well as their peers.
Howard graduate students
share similar common themes.
From a consensus of a small group
of graduate students, there appears
to be four major themes and focal
points of graduate students-academic success, financial stability,
administrative issues, and focling
disconnected from the university
and other graduate students.
Administrators, faculty and
students often take for granted that
these factors arc generally the main
focal points of graduate and undergraduate students alike. I lowever,
they may not recognize the extent
to which these factors arc interrelated and how they may
impact students differently. And more importantly.
how their interactions
may inadvertently shape
students• experiences at
Howard University.
Caleb Ashley, a second-year doctoral student
in mathematics dealt with
the issue of housing.
Someone in housing led
Ashley to bcl icve that

he hc.d secured an apartment at
The Manor. However, he was later
informed that the apartment was
unavailable to him and that his
verbal agreement would not be
honored.
.. I was very disappointed '' ith
that," stated Ashley. He went on
to say... ! was not really gi\'c 1 an
•lpOIO!,'Y· No one accepted responsibilit> for the incident." >\lthough
tl11s incident occurred at the beginning of the year, Ashley stated that
the experience was stressful and if
he had not been able to find suitable and reasonably priced housing, it may have adversely affected
his academic pursuits.
Ashley, an HU undergraduate alumnus, felt
lucky because he already
knew people on campus
to whom he could relate
and share his experiences. I lowever, graduate students who did not
attend Howard during
their
undergraduate
studies feel disconnected to Howard
University and
other students
on campus.
A f t e r
freshman year,
undergraduate
students arc
usu-

a 11 y
less
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likely to experience social isolation because many of them eat,
live and go to class on campus.
However. outside the occasional
work-related collaboration or study
session. many graduate students
find it more difficult to establish
social bonds on campus.
The t?raduate student 1s multidimensional 111 the work ethic of
school. professional h fe and hom1.
life. Extracumeular activities outside of the individual disciplines
are often non-existent. Ilowcvcr.
there arc ways to be more involved
on the campus and to let your voices be heard.
LaTanya Reese, a third-year
doctoral student in English, stated
that her experiences working with
graduate students as the president
of the Graduate Student Council
leads her to believe that it's ditficult for many graduate students
to become more involved in campus events and activities because of
their very hectic academic schedules and personal ;md professional
commitments such as family and
career responsibilities.
I lowevcr, Reese encourages graduate students to
become more 'isible, vocal.
and empowered as a whole b)
becoming more involved in campus activities, especially those
designed to hear, address.
and meet student concerns
A. and needs such as the
.I' lloward U nivcrsity
Student Association
(I IUSA), departmental
ancVor
college graduate
student associations,
and the Graduate
Student Council.

Joni.in C'oll)('rt· \,...1. l'holo l.dltor

Divinity students complain that they do not have access to as many frequent shuttles like
residents of Meridian. Divinity school students only have one bus
, that services them.

Carson said.
There is not a weekend bus,
either. Students stress that this
service is vital for students who
take Saturday classes, need to
handle personal needs (grocery shopping), want to go to
Founders Library for research,
or even partake in activities on
the main campus.
When international business student Corrine Collette
discovered that she would have
transportation issues at Mays
Hall, she moved to another dormitory. "\\Then I heard about
the infrastructure I decided that
staying there would not allow
me to take the best advantage
[of the] resources at my fin-

gertips [on the main campus],"
Collette said.
Divinity students say this
problem has existed for years.
So1ne have reported their grievances in letters to graduate
deans and shuttle office representatives. Some people have
contacted the bus service by
way of telephone. None of these
actions changed the situation.
1\vo weeks ago, the Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA) issued a survey to
understand the needs ofstudents
using the -;huttle bus service.
This survey appears on http://
\vww .howard.edu/ administration/parking/default.htm, the
shuttle website. HUSA is work-

ing with the Mays Hall residents
to get weekend bus service and
extend weekday hours. HUSA
Vice President Freda M. Henry
discussed the importance of the
survey.
"We need to first show that
there is a need. [For now,] we
do not have the statistical background," Henry said . The sample size of the survey was over
130 students. Henry states the
procedures that the studentad vocacy group followed with
the sun·ey responses.
"We tallied the results
and will present then1 to ~tr.
Horton, the director of shutSee SHUTILE, News A7

Howard's MBA Program
Prepares Students for the
Competitive Workforce
limited racism at Washington
Technical Institute, but his felContributing Wtiter
low graduates who chose Xerox
The first class of .r.Iasters faced major racism.
\\hen asked if he would
of Business Adrninistration
(.r.IBA) students graduated from do Howard's ~1BA program
Howard University in 1973. In over again, Chatman, who just
2004, the new class of MBA can- penned his fifth book, said, "Yes,
didates has a different experi- I would, without question..,
A current student took a difence to look forward to.
Emanuel
D.
Chatman, ferent outlook on the MBA proa graduate of the first MBA grain. ''Howard has an excellent
class, said that the progran1 has MBA prograin. It is challenging
changed a lot since he graduated and ti111e consuming, just what
I was looking for," said secfrom Howard.
"The institution
didn't ond-year MBA sh1dent James
care about the individual, just Brown, Ill. Ile believes that
the reputation of the institu- l loward students can be just as
tion," Chatman said. Now there competitive as Harvard students
is a family environment in the but that Harvard students have
MBA program. The program is a broader learning range.
"I think my education is just
"state of the art," according to
as good [as Harvard], but with
Chatman.
Chatman also stated that a bigger program, there are a
the professors lacked experi- lot more people to learn from,.,
ence in the workforce. Because Brown said. ''With progran1s of
of this, nothing prepared him that size, you have an opporfor the real world. Althou~h tunit~ to learn from more peohe and his classmates all had ple. your peers as well." Bro\vn
an array of jobs to choose believes that because of the
from, they still faced problems sma1ler program, it is harder for
once they got there. Chatman companies to see how good the
chose a professional job at the MBA program is here. But he
Washington Technical Institute does believe that the program is
(now a part of the University of still growing.
When asked how he felt
the District of Columbia) over a
job at Xerox. He said there was about lhe MBA progr an1 at
Harvard, Chatman said that he
BY ASPEN STEIB

has worked with people who
graduated from llan•ard and he
is just as competitive as the) are.
Chatman stated that Howard
never left hin-. at a d -;adY=tntagc
for education, just for experience.
Harvard third-year JD/11BA
candidate, Louis Sterling, said
lhat he was sure that Howard
had an excellent MBA program.
Sterling stated that Harvard's
MBA program is "ve1y intense,
very de1nanding, and very
diverse. \Ve are exposed to professors who an. well known in
their respective fields, and students fro1n different part!. of the
world. It helps make the classroom discussions n1ore interesting and dynamic." According
to Sterling, the largest disadvantage of attending llan·ard's
MBA program is the size.
"You come across 900 students in the entering class,"
Sterling said. ·~rhat can be a little daunting at first. ..
From Haivard to Howard,
one message seems to be clear:
The Howard MBA program is
producing tomorrow's leaders.
Through all the problems that
MBA students face at Howard,
it see1ns clear that they would
not change going lo Howard for
anything.

Attention all graduate school
students ...
The Hilltop's newest section is just for
you. Do want to be heard? Come to our
budget meetings every Tuesday @ ?pm
in the West Towers.

Shuttle Late for Divinity
SHUTTLE, from Graduate A6

tle and parking services," said
Henry. HUSA also plans to use
the petitioning technique. The
shuttle office also has its own
custo1ner-servicc survey posted
on its \vt·bsite.
Divinity students say that
the reason behind the infrequent service is that the shuttle

NEWSA7
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office feels that there is not a
sizable population at Mays Hall
to conduct the same type of bus
operations that occur for other
residence halls. An estimated
400 students constitute the
divinity school. Students echo
the same solutions to the shuttle
bus situation.
"Howard University needs

to take the concerns of the divinity students seriously. We pay to
do what everyone else does and
we should get the same service,"
said Ford.

\nformati_
onal Kick-OU
•
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Food for ... Well Not for
Graduate Students
REALITY, from Graduate A6

was hit up for a late night craving to be resolved. My classmates joined me and a lot of the
time it was a group outing. What
I was unaware of was their exercise regimen so, while pounds
began to manifest on my thighs
and middle section, they were
maintaining or losing weight.
I went homE:. for a weekend
and that's when I found out that
I'd become a victin1 of the freshmen fifteen. I was miserable I
did not know that as a graduate
student this could happen. But it
can if you do not watch what you
eat and when you eat.
I then began to read about
a healthier. lifestyle especially
while in school. It is really hard
to eat right staying in a dorm. I
found some healthy helpful tips

to loose or maintain weight. I
began to stop eating after a certain time. When I did it was
something light like fruits. Also
I began to cut out fried foods,
and fast foods.
I started with meditation
in the morning not just a quick
prayer but actually focusing in
quietness and creating peacefulness within me to start the day.
The next thing was exercise. I
hated to exercise but I could not
fit into my clothes like I used
to. So I bought a jump rope, but
I did not use it but just stared
at it for a few weeks, and the
weight went nowhere. Then I
realized that I had to use it for it
be effective, so I began to jump
rope and do light cardiovascular workouts in the morning. I
found that it was a great way
to start the day and I was much

more energetic.
There are so many things
th?t a college student can do
to be more in tune with the
body and to prevent the freshman fifteen. Being healthy and
eating more fruits, vegetables
and doing light workouts can
truly increase your stamina
throughout the day. Now when
I go home I see the sa1ne elderly
woman at church and the question she asks now is, "Suga, are
they feeding you up there?" I
know that I am doing something
right.
This perspective is the experience of Tor: Scarborough if
you want to.find out more about
health and nutrition please visit
a nutritionist or health websites, books and articles.

Mentor Requiitments
c Howard University Student
Q ~fmjmnm 2.5 GPA
o Ability to mate at all levels with ease
o Skilled in at least one academic ma fur tutorin& purposes
Q Genuine desire to help om~

Mentee Requilaneo.ts
c Howard Ullrtenity StlXlent
a Inttmt in bming from odler students' etpaieuce
o Genuine desire to ttetive help
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yositions are now avai{afJ{e.
If interested; bring your
yortjo{io and resume Tuesday
to tfie
'BucG et meetin .

Dfil: Tuesday, September 14, 2004
Iimt: 5:00pm-7:00pm
~:
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Blackbum Center, Reaeatioo Am.

Reft·eshments will be served!!

Refresh1nents will be served!!

Looking for an Opportunity to
Make a Difference?
CIA's Directorate of Intelligence is seeking candidates
for Analyst Positions.
Analysts work on the forefront of protecting national security, quickly assessing how rapidly changing international developments will impact US interests at home and abroad.They use information
from classified and unclassified sources from around the world to develop and provide the reliable
intelligence that is essential for US policymakers to make informed decisions. The DI is hiring for the
following positions:
• Analytic Methodologist
• Collection Analyst
• Counterintelligence
Threat Analyst
• Counterterrorism Analyst

• Economic, Political,
Leadership and Military
Analysts
• Science,Technology and
Weapons Analyst

• Medical Analyst
• Psychological/Psychiatric
Analyst
• Crime and Countemarcotics
Analyst

Candidates must have at least a bachelor's degree with a minimum GPA of 3.0. Language skills,
previous foreign area residence or travel, ;u:id relevant work experience are pluses.
Candidates must successfully complete a medical examination, polygraph interview,
and an extensive background investigation.All positions require US citizenship
and relocation to the Washington, DC area.
The CIA is America's premier intelligence agency, and we are committed to
building and maintaining a work force as diverse as the nation we serve.
For additional information, and to apply online, please visit www.cia.gov

An equal opportunity employer and a drug-(ree work force.

THE WORK OF ANATION.
THE CENTER OF INTEWGENCE.
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Come thru and celebrate!!
Official Strawberry £ Champagne
Jump Off!
Friday., September 10th
10:0 Op.m:- Until
232 Florida Ave NW
S~,
No-j~

Gvowvv

Bring a bottle or bring some
money!

THEHILLTOPONLINE .COM

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers a new issue.
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Wlietlier in <D. C. or o/Jl, tlie Jlnnua{ Jfoward vs. Jfampton <Rjva{ry :Never <Jets O{c[
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

A Game of

Rivalry
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

It is like the silver and red

of Ohio State pitted against
Michigan's navy and yellow. It
urges emotion of Yankee pinstripes
and Boston rouge. It smells like a
Celtic day in LA. and reminds us
why there was an outpouring of
grief for England after losing in
the 1986 Mexican World Cup to
Maradonna's "hand of God" and
Argentina.
It is the rivalry: a match that
can defy odds, draw the best from
athletes and inspire a season. It
pits a fierce quality of competition and pushes the human body
to an adrenaline-pumped ma>..imu1n. Inspiring memories of Joe
Naimath, a determined Vinny
Testaverde led the New York Jets
of 2001 to the biggest comeback
in the history of Monday Night
Football. Down 37-10, the Jets
rallied to send arch rivals Miami
Dolphins to a shocking defeat.
Earlier this Major League Baseball
season the historic and well-documented Yankees versus Red Sox
rivalry boiled at a new te1nperature
when Alex Rodriguez, the golden
boy of the nlajors, charged Red
Sox pitcher Bronson AIToyo after
he plunked him with a pitch. The
incident cleared both benches and
is still the topic of much debate.
So then, how does one account
for rivalry in analyzing athletes
and the sport that they play? Is it
the wildcard or an unspoken truth
that cannot be measured by statistic, gauged in success or ex'Plained
by commentators? Is it a measure
as to how an athlete can create circumstance? Or is it a last resort, a
fact that determines the weight of
entire season?
For the Bison, it is Hampton
University. It is a match-up that
unearths a similar doggedness of a
disheveled John McEnroe against
a ravenous Bjorn Borg in the mideighties. It reminds us of the raw
emotion Muhammad Ali and Joe
Frazier afforded us in all three of
their timeless bouts and feels like
a San Francisco Giants versus Los
Angeles Dodgers pennant race
in September. For Howard, the
Pirates are a team that has won the
last eight meetings and are geared
up after a strong showing against
Jackson State last week.
Just a year ago, I was handing out The Hilltop in the visitor's
seating section at Greene Stadium
for the match-up and was boldly
assured that it was Howard, and
not Hampton, who would claim
the spoils. I boasted about our
newspaper and our defense and
was showered with raging insults.
It was a rainy, dreary day for the
sell-out 10,500 crowd. That same
dreariness was evident when the
Bison stumbled just 3 points short
in a pounding and gut-wrenching
effort. The Bison faithful shouldered the weather and suffered at
the hands of hope >vith a disappointing 17-14 loss.
It was a passionate contest
that hinted why coaches prepare
through the offseason, why players dream of being the hero and
why fans yearn for revenge. A year
later, there is still blood in the
water.
With the smell of the season's
most anticipated match-up lingering, the Bison >vill have to recoup
fro1n an unfortunate showing just
a week ago at Ford Field in Detroit.
On Saturday, the atmosphere will
be less welcoming at Ha1npton and,
through the battering insults and
waging clash, the Bison shouldn't
have to be reminded about rivalry
and history. Instead, they will be
living it.

~c..=
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When Howard University takes on
the Hampton University Pirates this
Saturday, the Bison will want to halt
an eight gan1e skid to their arch-rivc:Js.
Against the backdrop of a n1gged 17-14
loss just a year ago to the Pirates, the
Bison travel to Hampton to take on one
of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
top ranked offenses and attempt to win
their first game of the 2004 college football season.
"The guys have had an opportunity
to watch the film and they see that we
lost a game we should have won last
week," assured Bison Head Coach Ray
Petty on Wednesday.
Mistakes marred Howard's first
game of the season when Alaba1na State
University downed them 27-12 last
week.
Quarterback Marcos Moreno threw
two interceptions and the Howard running backs coughed up three more turnovers, one on a quarterback - running
back exchange, in the loss. This forced
the Bison defense to protect poor field
position on numerous occasions, a challenge that was continually 1net by a
staunch line and some spectacular play
by the Howard secondary. In particular, All-An1erican Antoine Bethea led the
way with 13 tackles while Mike Sb.nders
and Ronald Bartell both had interceptions.
Moreno, however, appeared coin-

foxtable in the pocket for the most part
but still struggles
with timing. The
Bison are hoping
that he can build on
a solid first week in
which he passed for
176 yards. "We want
him to slow it down
a little more. I think
our offensive line
will protect him a little better this week,"
explained Petty. "He
shouldn't feel the
need to be in such a
rush."
Moreno has a
slew of eager and
hungry wide receivers in his clutch. It is one of the younger
receiving corps that the Bison have had

in recent history. Nonetheless, it is a
group that Petty assures is "very unselfish." In particular, freshman Jarahn

Williams caught four passes for 110
yards in Detroit last week and has the
Howard coaching staff excited about the
prospects of a productive season.
"He is just one of several good
receivers that we have," Petty said. "This
is a young group and we really only have
one senior. They are all excited to get the
chance."
Hampton, on the other hand,
enjoyed a spectacular weekend
as they dismantled Jackson State
38-9, behind 209 rushing yards
by tailback Alonzo Coleman.
Subsequently, Coleman was named
l\fEAC player of the week. Hampton
quarterback Prince Shepherd also
had a solid perfonnance for the
Pirates as he went 10 for 16 with 112
yards passing and a touchdown.
"They definitively have a very
good running back in Coleman. In
fact, they have two good running
backs," Petty asserted. "But I think
we faced a better running back and
quarterback against Alabama State
last week."
The Bison were among the
nations best in forced turnovers
last season with 20 and are well
on their way with two in the opening game. The secondary's ability
to create pressure this Saturday
and close the passing lanes for
Shepherd \-vill force the Hampton
offense to run the ball. This >vill be key
if the Bison are to be successful against
their most hated rivals.

Yanne Givens had a great performance
against Coppin State University on Tuesday
with 13 kills. The Lady Bison won their first
match of the season in the encounter and are
now 1-0 in the MEAC.

The Lady Bison Win
Conference Home Opener
BY ED HILL
Special to The Hilltop

The Howard University women's volleyball tea1n won its
conference home opener this past \iVednesday against the Coppin
State University Lady Eagles three games to zero, 30-25, 30-18,
30-19, to ixnprove 1-3 on the season and 1-0 in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC).
Howard got off to a slow start in game one, allowing Coppin
State 25 points. The Lady Bison picked up their offense in games
two and three holding the Lady Eagles to under 20 points in both
games.
Yanne Givens recorded a game high of 13 kills >vith seven
digs and two block assists for the Lady Bison. Shannon Grant
and Vanessa Hubbard each recorded double-digit digs with 14
and 11 respectively.
Shauniece Steward had 10 kills and 16 defensive digs as the
Lady Eagles fell to 0-5 on overall and 0-1 in the MEAC.
The Lady Bison \-vill travel across town tomorrow to face the
Georgetown Hoyas.

Game Sco res
25-30
2 : 18-3 0
3: 19 -3 0
1:

Te am Records
Coppin State University
0-5, 0 - 1 MEAC
How ard University
1-3 overall, 1-0 M;E:AC

BY BERNARD MURRAY

"Hurricane, but you can
call me slurricane
slurricane, strong enough
to start a engine mayne... "
It's an &io classic. If you
don't know you're slipping
because I a1n taking it back.
I am talking 'bout going back
to the '11ine-tee11-11i11ety fin ;'
a time when hurricane was a
drink that'll have you stuttering
and what not. It had no regard
for size or shape because when
you least expected it, you're on
your face. You dig"what I say .
But that was nearly a decade

ago, it's twenty-04. When people speak of hurricanes they're
not t alking a drink that has
you seeing things; it's that hurricane that inakes you batten
down the hatches. The type that
makes you run to the basement,
close your eyes, click your heels
three times and >vish you were
anyplace but home.
As we speak, the national
guard, law enforcement officials and hon1e owners are saying 'we're not in Florida anymore' as they sort through the
destruction caused by Hurricane
Charley and France. With two

hurricanes in a month's tin1e,
insurers estimated between
$9-4 and $19-4 billion worth
of hon1e, business and property damage. The good news,
metrologies said it could have
been worse because just before
she hit land France lost most of
her po,ver.
But $19.4 billion worth of
damage, you can't get any worse
than. \Vell let me rephrase that.
You remember '92, the
Presidential Election between
Poppa Bush and Clinton. That
kind of took the ha.ck burner
See COLUMN, News 83
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Soccer: The International Game of Champions
BY LIONEL ISAACS
Contributing Writer

It has been called futbol, foot-

ball, footy, soccer and association
football. It is known Lhe world
over as "the beautiful game" and
is the most played sport on the
face of the earth. Beginning in
19th century England, young
men in schools and universities
played the sport and developed
its rules. Although these were
somewhat different then, it was
the passion and drive for the
game remains the same.
In the 1nid-18oos, the game
was very murh a schoolyard pastime as the rules were ever chang
ing. By around 1863, with the
creation of the English Football
Association, (F.A.) the game as
we know it settled on a concrete
set of rules. These rules would
continue to be refined, adapted,
and supplen1ented but the basic
form of the game was solidified.
Now it is the most popular sport
for young Americans under the
age of 18. Referring to its historic
context, senior musical theater
major Ashley Honore commented, "European football is the best
as it is the original."
Non U.S. residents tend to
cringe when football is referred
to as soccer. The gan1e of billions, which has been wide-

ly dubbed Futbol by many
Brazillian sporting aficionados,
is played in most corners of the
globe and features some of the
world's most renowned faces.
These, and newer faces, become
increasingly popular every four
years when the highlight of the
world game is paramount at the
World Cup.
The Cup, which is the most
watched sporting event ahead
of the Super Bowl, the Olympics
and the NBA Finals, is a 32-team
showcase of passion. Based on
attendance, economic impact,
television viewers and prestige,
the World Cup of football is

king.
Capturing the essence of
football is near impossible. For
many, it is an attempt to capture the poetry of movement in
words and underscore what is
possibly the most passionately
followed sport in the '"orld.
Intricacies like a player lobbing a
pass across the field, the blistering speed of a striker pouncing
on a through ball, the controlled
violence of a free-kick and the
perfect timing on a set piece as a
coiled attacker glances a header
past a well-meaning keeper are
all defining aspects of the "beautiful game."
With a chuckle, junior business management major Kyle

'' "\\,0('1nlll1111.c(lfn

GPorge Weah, who Is the only player to ever w in World footballer of the year, European player of the year and African
player of t he year, Is a national hero in Liberia. He has been a
key figurehead in t rying to end the on-going civil war t hat has
ravaged his nation for years.

Lequay, an international student
here assured, "Football is not
football unless it is foot ball,"
while pointing to his shoe.
It is a sport that appeals
to all walks of life. It is learned
in the favelas (hill-side shanty
towns) of Brazil, townships in
South Africa and the bustling cities of Europe. It crosses ethnic
lines, racial bars and national

borders. It can unite nations and
tear them apart. When accepting the Arthur Ashe Award at
the ESPY Awards this summer, former Liberian sensation
George Weah was quoted as saying, "When Lone Star [Liberia]
was playing football, there was
no fighting." Liberia has been
engrossed in a civil struggle for
over two decades.

""" M.lifa•ortdc:-up..tom

David Beckham is the World's most recognizable players and
to spice up his life he's married to Victoria Beckham.

\Vith the words of the elequent Manchester United Youth
Coach, Francisco "Jo" Filho, the
essence may be better understood. "Football is a difficult art.
We play with one foot, balance
the body, all the time running,
your opponent elbowing you,

·Difficult Early Days For Men's Soccer Team
BY KEVIN JOHNSON-AZUARA
Contributing Writer

The Olympics are over and football season
has begun. Not the football with helmets, pads
and field goals, but 'futbol'--the game that is
generally referred to as soccer. While many avid
fans will be cheering for European clubs such
as Arsenal, Manchester United, Chelsea, Real
Madrid, Barcelona, and Bayern Munich, others
will be closely monitoring the progress of a team
closer to home.
The Labor Day weekend saw the Howard
University men's soccer team season get off to
a slow start. The Bison suffered a 0-2 loss to
American University and a more difficult to swallow 0-5 loss to George Washington University in
the D.C. College Cup Classic. The Classic was held
at American University.
The Bison's loss cannot be attributed to their
lack of effo1t, as they displayed great energy and
enthusiasm early in both matches. However, as
Assistant Coach Landy points out, "We turned the
ball over too much and made too many mistakes
after fifteen minutes. We need to show more intensity and be more aggressive for the ninety minutes
and more that we are out on the field." Ninety
minutes of concentration will be paramount when
the Bison play host to SL. Francis (Penn.) al Greene
Stadium this Saturday.
Coach Landy's sentiments were hard felt as
George Washington University out-shot the Bison
22-8, including an astonishing 14-4 advantage
in shots on goal. Freshman standout Ikechukwu
Onyewuenyi led a blunt Howard attack with four
shots, with two forcing saves from the GW goalkeeper. Not to be outdone, freshman Arlen Gerrett

also displayed flashes of speed and hustle in the
losing effort.
In spite of their 0-2 start to the season, Coach
Landy believes that his team can still succeed in
their quest for glory. ''You hope and you hope, but
football is a funny game. \Ve went into our last two
games to win but we did not get the outcome we
wanted. Our ultimate goal is to win our conference
games and in the long run win the Atlantic Soccer
Conference Championship. If these guys, especially
the freshmen, would just listen, we'll be all right."
Midfield, maestro Jerome Hyde is quicl to
reiterate his coach's thoughts. "We want to win.
We all want to win. We just have to play one game
at a time, play like we do at practice and before you
know it, we'll have achieved our goal of winning
the conference."
However, in the way of the ambitious Bison
stands last year's conference champions Florida
International University, who are ranked 14 in the
nation. This does not waiver the comn1itment or
faith of Hyde and his teammates. "We look fonvard
to playing and beating FIU because we want to be
conference champions at the very least, and at the
very most make the NCAA Final Four. Nothing is
impossible."
There was hardly a soccer pundit, analyst or
fan who believed that Greece would beat hosts
Portugal, France and the Czech Republic and eventually lift the Henri Delauney Topby at Euro 2004
earlier this summer. Bookn1akers even had the
Greeks at 100-1 to win the tournament. As in previous seasons, like the Greeks, Howard Men's soccer team knows that all odds and bets are against
them, and their critics are watching. The team's
journey continues against St. Francis this Saturday
at 2 p.m.

Sports World
Golf -

Sri
Singh ousted wo
Woods at the
Championship
American's 26 \\eek rci~n at
number one. S1 gh is the first
player other than ~Voods to hold
the No. 1 ranking ·nee Aug. 8,
1999. Late ~1onda ·~·~~
quoted as sa ·
tur ned into

bled up o
off a 2-1

Football -

\II-Pro Pt1oto-.

Asa Davis and t he Bison defense w ill have to step up this
weekend against St. Francis to improve on their 0-2 record .

BY KONAHE JERNIGAN

Instead of hurdles, David Oliver will t ry his hands
at jumping over defensive players.

behind this."

Briefs~~

David Oliver on the Turf, not the Track, at Greene Stadium

HltPho10

your teammate running, and you
must pass to his next step. It
looks easy, but you must understand the immense work that lies

I can be and always improving on my technique. My
Hiiitop Staff Writer
mother is the most influential person in my life. She
bas shown me the true meaning of dedication, hard
David Oliver bas been jumping over hurdles, liter- work, and sacrifice.
ally. What is more impressive is that the senior marketTII: In high school why did you switch your focus
ing major is now pounding the turf as well.
from football to track and now back to football?
Oliver's collegiate career bas been filled with athDO: In high school, 1ny best friend persuaded me
letic achievement. His experiences have been a cluster to run track, I gave it a try, I ended up liking it, and I
of accomplishments that some athletes can only dream excelled at it. I always wanted to play football on the
about. The Denver, Colorado native has indelibly collegiate level, this year the opportunity surfaced and
left his mark on the track and field circuit in both the I jumped at it.
MEAC and beyond. He is a three time All-American,
TH: What are some of the biggest difficulties you
holds the MEAC indoor 60-meter hurdles and the oul- will have to overcome while transitioning from track to
door 110-meter hurdles record, and also competed in football? What advantages do you possess that will aid
the 2004 Olympic trials this July in Sacramento.
you while transitioning?
However, the noteworthy Oliver refuses to stop
DO: Running track you're used to running in
there. This fall he will try his hand on the football straight paths, but as a wide receiver you have to be
field as a wide receiver for the Bison. Football is not able to maintain speed while changing routes. The
uncharted territory for the track star as he competed transition from an individual sport to a team sport is
on the gridiron as recently as his junior year in high a challenge. However, running track, the focus is on
school.
your individual efforts but while playing football the
The Bison opened the season against Alaban1a individual efforts of everyone have to come together to
State, where Oliver had one reception for ten yards. ensure a victory. I believe my speed is a plus to the
Head Coach Rayford T. Petty said, "Oliver did ok, he offense and I think my ability to deal with pressure ·will
still has some adjustments to make but as the season help me tremendously.
progresses, we expect more out of him." Coach Petty
TH: You and Coach Alvin Harper share the same
also added that Oliver's speed and good work ethic athletic backgrounds. How has he helped you with
adds to the Bison's already talented group.
your transition?
In an interview late Tuesday evening, David Oliver
DO: He's working with me and the other receivers
shares bis athletic experiences, goals, and forthcom- and I couldn't ask for a better coach. He's been in the
ing expectations for premier as a wide receiver for the NFL for a number of years and won championships;
Bison.
he's been where we want to go. I value his experience
and I hang on to the advice he gives.
The H illtop (TH): What is the drhing force
behind your sports career? What person, thing, or
David Oliver will graduate this Dece1nber but plans
event has had the most influence on you getting where on continuing his track and field career. And though
you are today?
his days at Howard will be over, Oliver will keep such
David Oliver (DO): Being the best athlete that athletic experiences close throughout his life.

-~ -

-
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Unable to
wear his customary No. 21jersey,
Deion "Prime-Time" Sanders
opted to don No. 37 in his
much-chronicled retu 11,.i~l21.i~
National Football Le'itl{r;le
with the Baltimor av lS. 0 l'
team official to!
tl' ,Baltitnon•
Sun, "He want o 1nake sure
that every recei r doc ·n't fQrge~
his age." Sande turned :i7 lns
month.

medalist
Hardenne
No.1 worl
defeated
v Nadia J>et1 va
when sh \\as unable- tOtaeifcnd
in U.S.
pen -iitle. :ine I®
means II nin-Har lcnne will be
bumped fr m att>~ t~e Wonwn'!>
Tennis
ociation
(\VT:\)
Tour rankin
nf>t slw's
held Si
'!ll'l!l•l••MCI
Amelie Mauresmo or Lindsay
Davenport will move up to No.
1. The women's U.S. Open final
is on Saturday.

B a sketball - Veteran
center Dikembe Mutombo has
agreed Lo a trade that wil~l~:YI
him fro1n the Chica
the Houston Roe
players. The tr
Rockets anothe
ption along
with incumbe
ce~r Yao
Ming and has he 3~xeaN>l<t
excited as he ass red "it is where
I wanted to be al long."
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According to
musical side per
Quimdin Joseph,
say than just
an electrical engifocusing on the
neering
major
words."
who enjoys listenOther
stuing to dance hall
dents like Keinan
Thompson
a
and soca, "A lot of
senior mathematthe time music can
help you to identiics major enjoys
fy with others siinlistening to classical, alternative,
ply because a lot of
people come from
jazz, and new
the same backage. According to
Thompson, "When
ground."
In the D.C.
I listen to classical
music, it calms me
area alone there
w.buko1u.C'o1n
are many venues
down and allows
The Bukom Cafe is one of the few spots Howard's students go to listen to
that play other
me to meditate
live music from local bands.
and focus better.
genres of music.
Classical
music
For instance, those
"The best thing about music is that it
also allows me to go into deep medita- is a scapegoat. Music can take you to students who are interested in jazz can
tion where I can feel the music and get another place and elevate you to anoth- go to the Blues Alley located at 1073
a better understanding of what's going er level that you would not normally be Rear Wisconsin Ave. NW or they can
on in my life."
check out Bohemian Caverns located at
without music."
Many students use music to express
Besides the fact that music is an 111h and U Streets NW.
themselves as well as to escape from outlet for expression, it is also a uniFor others who are interested in
the pressures of daily life. According to versal language that can connect and classical music, there are venues such
Kiyaana Cox, a 1nusical theater major, bring people together.
as the Cafe Mozart located on 1331

BY TOYNETT N. HALL
Contributing Writer

To those who march to the beat
of a different drum, hip-hop is not the
only genre of music that is alive and
well at the "Mecca." On the campus of
Howard University many students have
embraced different musical genres outside the world of hip-hop.
According to the Department Chair
of Music, Thomas A. Korth, "Right now
in the department of music which is a
pa1t of the division of fine a1ts, which is
part of the college of arts and sciences,
we have approximately 140 undergraduate music majors, who are actively
involved in jazz or classical."
Those students who have welcomed
jazz and classical music into their lives
use these genres as different outlets.
According to Shedonna Young, a jazz
studies vocal performance major and
the chapter president for International
Associate for Jazz Education (IAJE),
"For me jazz is more connecting than
hip-hop. It allows me to really understand more and actually get into the

\V-\~

H Street NW or Dumbarton Church
located on 3133 Dumbarton St. NW.
Students who enjoy listening to
re_ggae, soca and dance hall, can go to
venues in the D.C. area such as the
Bukom Cafe located on 2442 181h St.
NW, the Bottom line located on 1716
"Eye" St. NW and the Crossroads night
club located at 4103 Baltimore Avenue,
Bladensburg, MD.
Last but not least for students who
enjoy Gospel music there are venues
such as The Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel on campus and the Reid Temple
AME Church located at 6705 Good
Luck Road, in Lanham, MD 20706.
Howard is ho1ne to many different people wit11 many different interests. So whatever it is that tickles your
fancy, whether it's hip-hop, jazz, classical, reggae or gospel, you can definitely
find it in the D.C. area.

,
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Beyonce' Knowles
The stylish pop star introduces the name
of her new clothing line.
She's everywhere from billboards to
commercials. She's rich, talented, beautiful,
and most of all she possesses a certain style.
Beyonce' (who turned twenty-three this week)
can stun us in a 35,000 dollar Versace gown or
be that around-the-way chic in a pair of jeans,
a fitted tee, and of course, pumps. Whatever
she wears, she adds her own style. So it was
only necessary for the pop star to launch
her very own clothing line. On this past
Wednesday, September 8, Beyonce' and mom,
Tina Knowles announced the name of their
highly anticipated clothing line, The House of
Dereon.
The line is named after Beyonce's grandmother who worked as a seamstress for a
living and started Tina's love for fashion. The
line, which is inspired by three generations of
fashionable women, is expected to be in stores
Fall 2005.

"'"".be) onct" orld.ntt

Depo-Provera UserS More
Prone to Contract STD's
BY GIMAR! LADD
Contributing Writer

A recent study released in this month's Journal
of Sexually Transmitted Diseases shows that the
use of Depo-P.rovera, a hormonal contraceptive
injected into the arm or buttocks, may put women
at a higher risk of contracting sexually transmitted
diseases (STD), including chlamydia or gonorrhea, the two most common forms.
Researchers at the National Institutes of
Health, University of North Carolina and Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore recruited 819
women, ages 15-49, from two area clinics to partake in the yearlong study. About half of the
participants were white, college-aged women and
another large percentage was black. Each woman
chose from Depo-Provera, the pill, or non-hormonal contraceptive methods and, at the end of
the study, 45 women had contracted chlamydia or
gonorrhea. Those that opted injection were most
affected.
Though the study needs more research and
scientists have yet to discover the direct link that
Depo-Provera has to the contraction of STD's,
women who use the shot should be e>..1:ra careful,
researchers concluded.
After an intense look into oral contraceptives,
or the pill, women were found to have a lower
risk of infection, in comparison to those who took
the shot. But neither forms of birth control are
safeguards from diseases and other means should
definitely be used to avoid infection.
Charles Morrison of Family Health
International in Research led the study and stated
in a recent article that the findings "underscore
the need to counsel all sexually active women who
use (the shot) and are not in a mutually monogamous relationship to use condoms consistently
and correctly."
Dr. Adegbulugbe, an OB/GYN at Howard
University Hospital, is not convinced by the
study and believes it to be inconclusive. "There
is nothing there that convinces me," he said. "I
don't disagree but the observations are inconclusive. It doesn't sound biologically plausible." Dr.
Adegbulugbe also suggested that those who opted
to take Depo-Provera versus other contraceptives
might have "high risk behavior and believe it to
be 1nore convenient," being that the shot is only
administered every three months.
About 20-30 million women use Depo-Provera
or a generic brand worldwide, being most popular
among younger women in particular. It is also

"'" "·dtpopro,,rn.org

The contraceptive depo-provera may put
women at a higher risk of contacting STDs.

increasingly used in Africa, where AIDS is a pandemic.
Nevertheless, choosing a suitable contraceptive is becoming increasingly difficult with new
findings and discoveries. '· It seems that something new is always discovered and you can never
be sure about anything," said Tanisha Fenceroy,
a sophomore public relations major. But women
have choices and there are many to choose from
in addition to Depo-Provera.
The Pill is taken daily and is 99 percent effective. Of every 100 women who use the pill, eight
will become pregnant during their first year of
use and less than 1 with perfect use. The Ring,
another fonn of contraception, is small and flexible, releasing hormones that prevent pregnancy
for three weeks until it is re1noved. Although
unproven by studies, it is assumed that the ring
is nlore effective than the pill. Fewer than 1 out
of every 100 women who use the ring will become
pregnant.
The Patch is becoming more and more popular among women also. It is applied weekly to the
skin either on the buttocks, upper arm, torso, or
stomach and releases protective hormones for
three weeks. The patch, though still questioned by
some won1en, is also 99% effective with fewer than
1 out of every 100 women impregnated, much like
the ring.
Though there are many forn1s of protection
against pregnancy, none of them protect against
STD's. It is recommended that other measures,
such as condoms, be used to prevent infection.
• Women who use Depo-Provera may be
3 times 1nore at risk to contract chlamydia and
gonorrhea than those who use other methods of
contraception.
I

The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I
could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to
way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted
wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the
same,

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and
I-I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
-Robert Frost

Want to
inspire, uplift,
or simply
speak?
Submit your poems to
the Life & Style Editor
missericakane l@yahoo.
com.
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When Downloders Goes Wrong: Government
Cracking Down On Illegal Music Downloading
BY CARLYNDA SMITH
Contributing Writer

In an effort to crackdown on illegal file sharing
of copyrighted materials, the .Justice department has
announced plans to more vigorously pursue Internet
nehvorks used to distribute copyrighted movies and
music to non-paying customers. Last month, the Justice
department filed its first federal ctiminal copyright case
involving a file-sharing hub in Washington. These hubs,
more commonly known as websites such as Ares, Kazaa,
Morpheus, or Napster, grant free membership to anyone and allow them to exchange copyrighted materials.
An FBI affidavit filed from the raid in Washington
said that agents used undercover computers to join one
of the hubs and obtained copyrighted materials. After
gaining access to the illegal goods, agents executed
search ·warrants and plan to use materials gathered
from their search to bring charges against the necessary individuals. The Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) has also filed over 700 new lawsuits
against individuals for downloading illegal songs. Many
of them were college students. Downloading copyrighted materials from the Internet has become a widespread
epidemic across the nation. From college campuses to
personal home computers, many Alnericans are sharing
copyrighted materials illegally.
Congressmen John Conyers, Jr. (R-Mich.) and
Howard Berman (R-Calif.) have proposed a bill in the
House of Representatives that would make downloading copyrighted material from the Internet a crime, punishable by time in prison. If the bill passes and becomes
law, it could be combined with provisions from an earlier bill signed by former President Clinton in 1997, which
made downloading copyrighted material punishable by
a federal felony charge, $250,000 in fines, as well as a
maximum, three-year prison term.
Many students at Howard University feel that these
laws are ridiculous.
Eric Hall, a senior physical therapy major, believes
the media companies should stop making the supplies
for sharing files available to the public. "It's just like

Nation B r iefs
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation end World Editor

Con gressn1an
S t op s
Bid For R e-election After
Rumors of Gay Affair
only do we have to worry about trying to receive scholAppear on Intern e t
arships, obtaining loans on time, and passing our classRepresentative
Edward
es, but now we have to worry about the govern1.1ent'
L. Schrock, a republican from
atten1pting to sue and label us federal criminals," she
Virginia, announced earlier this
said.
week he would not continue his
Since the law's enactment in 2997, the No Electronic
bid for re-election after rumors
Theft Act (NET), has already been enforced in differof a gay affair
ent cases on college campuses, resulting in lawsuits
appeared on
being filed. The RIAA filed suits against four students,
a
website.
Daniel Peng, Jesse Jordan, Aaron Sherman and Joseph
Although
Nievelt. The students were found guilty of illegally
the website
obtaining music online, creating file exchange websites,
could offer
illegal downloading, and distributing bootlegged copies
no
proof
of songs. According to www.news.con1, the students and
that an affair
the RIAA reached a settlement between $12,000 and
involving the
$17,500 to be paid by each student separately over four
congressyears.
man and another n1an ever took
Also listed in the settlement, was an agreement
place, Schrock thought it was
to remove and dismantle the file swapping websites
in his best interest to end his
the students created, and to refrain from downloadbid for re-election. Claims of
ing or distributing bootlegged copies of songs. The
Schrock being sexually involved
RIAA stressed that those provisions be included in the
'vith men began to surface three
settlement, along with the hefty tines, to send a nlessage
years ago, the Washington Post
about the consequences that could be faced by countless
reports. "When he ran for reAmericans if illegal file sharing doesn't stop.
election a few years ago, there
The RIAA is now utilizing what is called the ",John
was a little bit of whispering,"
Doe" litigation process. The process allows defendants
said Jim Polk, forn1er viceto be sued without the RIAA having knowledge of their
chairman of the Virginia Beach
names. This is necessary, because when people download music illegally, it's usually under a username. • Republican Committee, to the
Post. "Several Republicans were
Because of this astonishing process, the RIAA official
saying, 'if that's true, we need to
website, www.riaa.com, has reported using this new
get him out of there."' Schrock
tactic to file lawsuits of copyright infringement against
"'" v..plK.rom
Berman thinks jail time for some fi le s ha rers may
was described as a likable lawroughly 506 unknown file sharers, and 90 more lawsuits
maker who had strong supbe necessary.
for named defendants. Many students, including some
port from the local Republicans
here at Howard, believe these penalties are too harsh.
because of his military backback in the day with dubbing songs off of the radio with
The president of the RIAA, Cary Sherman, and the
ground, the Post reports.
the cassette tapes," he said. "The media companies pro- supporting federal government believe otherwise and
vided and are still providing the supplies for the public say it is essential they continue to send a clear message
Bus h Lea ds Kerry in
to complete illegal actions."
that stealing copyrighted works is illegal and the laws
New Poll, Gets a Bounce
Sophomore psychology major Amina Okosi is also prohibiting it will be enforced.
From Con vention
frustrated by the proposed laws and is outraged. "Not
A USA Today/CNN/Gallup
Poll conducted last weekend
showed
Preside n t
Bush held
state representatives expressing their opinions against
a
7-point
In a separate report issued by the New Standard
lead over his
the laws denying them the right to vote. Some Howard News, Frank Askin, director of the Rutgers
students are sympathetic to their plights.
democratic
Constitutional Clinic and a leading attorney involved
challenger
When asked about the issue, freshman journalism in the debate, points out that laws on voting rights vary
Senator
major Brittani Riddle said, "I believe that if [felons] with individual states. States opposed to reinstating
John
F.
voting rights to felons are mostly in the south.
Kerry
(DIn Washington, D.C., a convicted felon is granted
Mass). The poll, taken on the
the right to vote after they are released from custody.
heels of the Republican National
~fan) think the distict's policy should be followed by
Convention, suggests that Bush
all states. "Giving ex-cons the right to vote is a given,"
received a significant bounce
said Daryl Harris, associate professor of political scifrom his party's convention in
ence. It's sad that most of the people affected by this
NewYorkCity. Kerryreceivedno
don't know how to take action to get their rights
bounce after
back."
accepting his
Other states like Maine and Vermont allow their
party's nominmates the right to vote while incarcerated. However,
ination
in
when it comes to the lack of minorities who vote, these
Boston earstates have little impact because of the small numlier this year.
ber of minority inmates who populate these facilities.
The poll also
Professor Harris theorizes that this may be by design.
reports Bush
"Restricting ex-cons the vote is a way Congress
has a 27maintains white domination in public policy, and
point
lead
these are things that go back to the Reconstruction
over Kerry on the issue of who
Era in the 1800s where the goal was to ultimately discan handle terrorism better but
enfranchise the minority vote," Harris said.
Kerry continues to get highWhen it comes to this year's election, many believe
er marks for domestic issues,
that there is no chance that ex-felons will be given
including the economy.
back their right to vote. "[State senators] are reluctant
to give back the vote because they know how powerful
Man
Cha 1•ged
for
the vote could be," Thompson said. "With the number
Caus ing Explosion at Stem
of Bl.1ck and Hispanic males we have in jail, we as a
Cell Factory
minority people have a mighty powerful vote that can
Police in Bostoi. arrested
take any election."
a man suspected of planting a
Considering that most of the ex-felons fighting for
pipe bomb at a area clinic that
""'"'J'6nllnf,('Um
the right to vote are minorities, conventional wisdom
Florlda Gov. J e b Bus h has been caught In a fire
specializes in stem cell research,
argues that many felons would vote for a democratic
storm of controversy s urrounding ex-con votes.
various news outlets report.
ticket if given the chance to vote in November.
The man was charged last year
Sharing her thoughts about the subject, senior
paid their dues to society, they should be able to vote." marketing major Essence Sweat says, "Being that they
\vith trying to blow up the same
Graduate student Kamoenta Thompson agrees. were reluctant to give blacks the right to vote in the
building, police say. The bomb
"Ex-cons should have their voting rights reinstated first place, and the majority of the people in jail are
exploded last Thursday. No one
because when it comes down to it, once out of jail they black, an) reason or way to put a lock on the vote 'vill
was injured in the explosion.
still have to pay taxes."
be used."
See BRIEFS, N & W 87

Ex-Cons Freed but Their Voting Rights Remain Behind Bars
BY ROBIN WILLIA MS
Contributing Writer

Among the many protests, rallies, and demonstrations taking place during this year's election, one controversial movement taking place is the movement to
get convicted felons who have served their time their
voting rights back.
Several civil rights organizations including the
New Jersey State Conference of the NAACP, the Latino
Leadership Alliance, and the American Civil Liberties
Union have brought lawsuits against many states challenging the laws in place denying convicted felons the
right to vote. Some laws prevent them from voting
while on parole or probation.
According to a report issued by the New Standard
News, several civil rights groups agree that, due to the
fact Latinos and African-Americans make up the majority of the jail population, these groups are "underrepresented" in the electoral vote.
Caught in the middle ot this debate is Florida
Republican Gov. Jeb Bush, brother of President George
W. Bush. Speaking out against a lawsuit filed against
him by thousands of convicted felons and the civil
rights organizations representing them, Bush said in a
Fox News report earlier this year "Violent offenders .. .!
am not sure should get rights restored automatically,
or repeat offenders or people who have committed
subsequent crimes since."
This lawsuit, like many other similar suits filed
against lawmakers, \Vas dismissed once brought to
court. Bush, as many lawmakers are, seemed uncertain as to what the rules should be when reinstating
convicted felons' right to vote. Policy makers have
struggled with many questions that must be answered
before felons can vote again. For example: If only
those criminals who repeat offenses or are deemed to
be violent are denied the vote, when, how, and to what
extent is this line drawn? Which offenses are "accepted" and which are denied?
In an effort to be heard, many convicted felons are
rallying and doing all they can to get their rights back,
including writing letters to state senators and other

World Briefs

the small island. Officials say
the soldiers have taken over hvo
towns in southern Haiti.

week was the first time Milosevic
was allowed to speak in court.
Prosecutors say Milosevic orchesBY KEVIN HARRIS
trated murders and ilie destrucNation and World Editor
Fonner Yugoslav Leader tion of towns in an attempt to
Defends Himself at Trail
eilinically cleanse Serbia. He
More
Peacekeepers
Slobodan
Milosevic,
former
faces 66 counts of war crimes
Needed in Haiti
president of Yugoslavia, defend- allegedly committed in the 1990s.
The govern1nent of Brazil
ed
himself If convicted, Milosevic could be
said it does not have enough
at his trial in imprisoned for life.
troops to stop escalating conflicts
"The Hague~
in Haiti, various news outlets
earlier
this
10 People
Killed in
report. Brazil is leading a peaceweek and said S u icid e B ombing at Moscow
keeping force consisting of troops
his trail was Subway
from U.N. member counmes and
a conspiraAt least 50 Russians were
has called on the international
cy
orches- injured and 10 killed when a
community to supply the extra
trated by the female suicide bomber set off a
forces. "The U.N. should, at this
United States. bomb at a crowded subway stamoment, have more than 6,ooo
"Accusations leveled against tion in Moscow last week, various
men for the full restoration of
security. Only about 2,500 have me arc an unsc1upulous lie and news outlets report. Authorities
also a tireless distortion of his- said some bodies were found
arrived," a spokesman for Brazil
tory," 1'-lilosevic said at his trail. yards away from the explosion
said. "This gap needs to be filled
"Everything has been presented and that cars were on fire as a
by somebody." Soldiers, who
in a lop-sided manner in order result of the bombing. An Islamic
helped to oust former Haitian
President Jean-Bertrand AI·istide to protect those who are truly extremist group with connections
are said to be responsible for responsible." Though his ttial to Al-Qaeda claimed responsibilbegan 0 ·er two years ago, this ity for the bombing. This was
the continued violence ravaging
1

the second bombing to target the
Moscow subway station in six
1nonths.

threat to international peace
and security," John R. Bolton,
undersecretary of state for arms
control and international security said to various news outlets.
Iran denies any wrongdoing and
said it would "assert its legal right
to develop a commercial nuclear
power industry."

Iran Says it Will Process
Ura n ium, Despite Calls to
Disarm
Iranian go\'crn1nent officials
said they intend to proceed with
plans to convert 40 tons of ura·
nium into uranium hexafluoride
Russian Sch ool S tandoff
gas, which is one step away from En ds, Ove1• 300 Killed
making a nuclear bomb, variA siege beginning when
ous news outlets reported. The armed 1nilitants stormed a
information was disclosed in a crowded school, taking parent,
confidential report from the teacher and student hostages,
International Atomic Energy ended this week. Over 300 peoAgency. Iran contends the ura- ple were killed during the siege,
nium is for making energy and which lasted 52 hours, various
not bombs. .Many experts agree news outlets reported. Hundreds
that the uranium could be used are still not accounted for. After
for energy instead of bombs, mourning the loss of so many,
however U.S. officials remained the grief of the Russian public
suspicious and were outraged. turned into anger at their govern"The United States will continue ment when it was disclosed the
to urge others to join us in the government lied about the school
effort to deal \vitl1 the Iranian crisis. After the conflict was over,

a state run television station aired
gruesome footage that was previously \vithheld from the Russian
public. With the footage came
the admission by Russia's government that it had made efforts
to minimize the magnitude of the
hostage crisis by initially lying
about the number of people in
the school.

Typhoon
and
Two
Earthquakes H it Jap an,
63,000 Left Without Power
A typhoon hit southern
Japan on ~1onday, followed by
two earthquakes that injured over
60 people and left 63,000 without power. The typhoon, named
Songda, carried winds of almost
100 mph, USA Today reports.
Another typhoon, named Chaba,
flooded 9,000 homes and injured
over 200 in Japan last week, USA
Today reports. The bad weather
in Japan has caused officials to
cancel over 200 flights in Tokyo.
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Tennessee State Urged to
Increase White Enrollment
In i968, Rita Sanders Geier sidered to be one today.
the number of black students.
filed a suit against Tennessee
Our first thought was how We are not arguing against
State, saying that public black dated the case actually is. This white adn1ission, but we find
colleges had more supplies ruling was clearly set in a very it ridiculous that a decree is
and resources available than different racial climate, and ordering Tennessee State to fix
white schools, according to a school systems and admis- something that isn't broken.
BlackCollegeWire.com article. sions have come a long way.
We feel that legal stability
Miraculously, the courts ruled We wondered if the resources' is a result of a fair and efficient
in her favor, setting the Geier at Tennessee State were really enrollment process. Students
Settlement Consent
generally
pick
the
Decree as a requireschools they are most
ment. This decree
interested in, so why
orders the school
try to force people to
Nobody
is
being
discriminated
to increase white
go to Tennessee State?
enrollment to 50 against so leave the admission It seems pretty pointpercent within the
less to us. The numbers
•
next five years. The
reflect who is interested
process as-is.
initial attempt was
in the school, and in
not very successful
this case it seems to
so the courts set a
be African-Americans.
five-year deadline to implement better than the white ones in If someone had been denied
the decree in January. 2001. A a time where our basic rights admission, then we would see
team has been hired to acti,·ely were still in question. Either it as a problem It 1s a public
recruit white students to come way, the school is now going university that opens its doors
to Tennessee State. Though to target white students vvith to all who are willing. What's
Tennessee State is not among minority scholarships, and the wrong with that?
the original HBCUs, it is con- school doesn't plan on reducing

Our View:

j

Lesbian Denied Child Support
A lesbian couple entered So we could understand how ly. In a society that is slowly
into a verbal agreement to the woman could back out and adjusting to homosexual issues
impregnate one of the women simply say the baby isn't hers. and awareness, we don't find it
and raise the child together. However, if the new mother surprising that the judge ruled
After in-vitro fertilization, one knew that she would walk the this way. Homosexual adoption
woman delivered the baby and road alone, she might have has been a popular and controher partner decided to back opted to handle things differ- versial topic, which has gotten
out of the situation complete- ently. The mother thought her mixed feedback. Instead of
ly. Naturally, the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - inflicting our religious,
woman who delivpersonal, or moral views
ered the child was
on a person's sexuality,
upset and filed for
we think the same enerchild-support.
It's more than a ''baby-mama gy should go toward the
The judge ruled
child's needs.
drania'' issue when a child's
that the verbal
There are far too
agreement was not
many broken homes in
life
is
in
jeopardy.
sufficient
enough
America, so why conto require monthly
tribute to the growing
payments. A verbal
numbers? Divorce rates
agreement between a man and a partner was going to be by her soar and so do child support
woman would most likely have side and we feel badly that the payments. Every channel we
resulted in immediate child- judge didn't recognize her posi- turn to, there is a distraught persupport payments. If the couple tion. Now there is a child with- son running backstage after the
had legally adopted a child, the out adequate financial support. host proclaims that someone "is
agreement would have been
\Ve feel that the focus not the father.·· The screen then
binding. This wasn't the case, shouldn't be on the differenc- pans to some beautiful baby
so now the woman is forced to es between homosexual and with a p,arent that doesn't care
raise the child without any aide heterosexual motherhood, or about their needs, or a loving
from her former partner.
the type of agreement it was. parent they don't biologically
At The Hilltop, we under- Regardless of how the baby was belong to. The woman in this
stand that this is quite complex. conceived, a life was brought situation is experiencing the
The woman is in no way con- into the world and it deserves same torment of having to do
nected to the baby since she did the same care and concern as it alone. We feel that the judge
not give birth to the child. It any other baby. We know single should see this as a moral issue
isn't hers biologically, like many motherhood is a hard task for and require the w01nan to pay
of the child-support cases we an) human being, and all situ- child suppo1t.
see with heterosexual couples. ations should be treated equal-

Our View:

Shaw Howard Escalator Still in Disarray
The summer has flown
We have witnessed eleva- an exceptional problem with
by, we are knee-deep into the tor/escalator malfunctions in the Shaw-Howard escalators,
semester, and the Shaw-Howard other stations like Pentagon we're all grown enough to deal.
Metro escalators are still "under City. The Metro staff hurried- However, we pay the same
construction." We realize there ly addresses the problem, to amount as riders with working
is an elevator - which happens ensure that shoppers and travel- escalators. Not to pull the sepato be slow, hot, and funk} on the ers don't have to suffer for long. rate but unequal card out, but
average day. Many a corns have More affluent areas tend to take what's good ·with a discount?
sprouted on a tired student's priority over our humble stops The recently added cents (we
toes, pressing up the escala- when it comes to such projects. would love to pocket) aren't
tor steps. Many a pound have We have to ask why? It isn't benefiting us in any way. The
been shed as a perspiring stu- because the stops in these afflu- fares increases and the qualdent, backpack and
ity of service remains
all, reminisces of - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - the same. Metro workthe escalator riding
ers are enforcing strict
days. Most people
regulations and even
who are using the
Enough is enough. Let's
complaining about the
Metro do not have
attitudes they experithe luxury of drivde1na1id that it gets fixed
ence from travelers.
ing. They cherish the
promptly.
At The Hilltop, we
mere five minutes
feel like the attitudes
spared on their feet
are simply a result of
as they coast along.
having to walk. What
For months, Metro riders at ent areas are more important about strollers, suitcases, grothe Shaw-Howard stop have than the Georgia Avenue sur- cery bags, and weary feet? It's
had a little unwanted exercise. roundings. It is simply because an inconvenience and we need
Granted, mechanical problems other people speak out. Without to protest, complain, petition,
need some time, but we know any pressure on the workers, the or call upon a handy man in the
this isn't a serious project that construction deadline ren1ains Engineering building to finally
requires months.
nonexistent.
end our troubles. If not, comAt The Hilltop, we think
We feel that the community placency will keep us walking.
that we should take a stand should collectively complain
and complain in order to get it and demand a solution. If for
fixed.
some strange reason, there is
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The Pirates of HU Consistently Outshine the Bison of HU
BY MICHAEL D. GREENE MS Ill
As I walked from the College of

Medicine to the Howard University
Hospital with my Hampton sweatshirt
on, I couldn't make the distance of that
small trip without getting about three
comments about my shirt. No one disrespected me but onlookers felt compelled to plug in their Howard pride and
talk "smack" about the aln1ighty rivalry.
Every year around this time, at the dawn
of the football season, a special sense of
rivalry begins to build in the stomachs
of beloved Bison fans across campus,
especially against the grand adversary,
the Hampton University Pirates.
For the record, the mentality of the
two schools is different. At Ha1npton,
only a small percent of the student body
cares about sports. This is a surprisingly stark contrast to the roaring Bison
pride. I have the special perspective
as a Hampton University graduate. I
am now a third year medical student
at Howard. While my Bison pride is
undeniably slowly growing, I am a
Pirate at heart.
Whenever the rivalry is mentioned,
people interject with irrelevant points
about anything except for sports. There
are certain things that will not change.
Yes, Howard was founded a year ear-

lier; yes, they have a bigger enrollment, more graduate programs, and is
located in a bigger city. Ultimately,
while those views hold true, they are
grossly misused to contest the issue at
hand: sports. And when this particular
issue is tackled, Han1pton reigns as the
clear and consistent winner of the past
decade of athletics.
Since the football games rebirth in
1994, Hampton is 8-2 vs. Howard (2
of those years Han1pton was Division
II) the Bison have not won the contest
since i996. The Bison haven't claimed
a victory in eight years! But the domination doesn't stop on the gridiron. Since
joining the MEAC in i996, Hampton is
12-2 vs. Howard on the basketball court
and boasts a championship win in the
2001-2002 season against Howard.
So basically, what is the argument?
Can this even be deemed a rivalry! For
you Bison out there, when the debate
about HU vs. HU competition comes
up, argue the issues that matter, argue
what you can prove. It's simply objectivity vs. subjectivity and at that level
there really is no discussion, rather just
the endless and undying hopes and
Bison dreams that never seem to come
to fruition. Better luck next year guys.
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A Dream Scene or a Nightmare on Okie Street?
SHAKASHAW

I didn't sleep at all last night.
All I kept thinking about were
exorbitant cover charges, sixdollar beers, a club packed wall
to wall with assorted poseurs
and an army of gold-diggers and
groupies. Then I woke up and
realized it was a dream...Dream
nightclub, that is. Though many
had high hopes for this club
when it first opened and though
many still speak highly of it, a
growing number are referring
to this club as the ''Nightmare
on Okie Street." For the uninitiated, Drean1 is a club on the out-

skirts of the district that takes considering how much everyitself way too seriously.
thing else costs, Dream manageFinancially, Dream is a ment would give its customers
waste. Though I'm not cheap, I a break on drink prices out of
can tell when I'm being hustled. appreciation but this is not the
Once you cough up about $10 to case.
the neighborhood kids to encourHonestly, though, I can't
age the1n to NOT steal your car, knock the hustle. The reason
you will have to pay upwards of it costs the price of a Buick for
$20 to get in. Though women a night at Dream is because of
might get a break once in a blue the clientele. Though last week's
moon, guys had better show up Hilltop entertainment guide lists
with cash or get turned away. So Dream as a "sophisticated club"
after spending roughly $30 just with a "very mature audience,"
to get in there, you must then those who are more perceptive
decide whether to stand there can see through the fai;ade.
sober and empty-handed or pay
Dream is full of daytime
for their ridiculously high drink security guards and skycaps tryprices. You would think that, ing to look and act like record

producers and baJlplayers, buying one bottle of Moet or Cristal
to share with their entire crew
witli their bi-monthly paycheck.
There's nothing less sophisticated than people trying to live
beyond their n1eans. Brothers
in four- and five-button suits
with cheap shoes do not ere·
ate the ambience of sophistication. Also, if tlie $20-plus tliat
I'm paying at the door is for a
mature, dress-to-impress environment, why can't everyone
at least follow the dress code?
Though most people at least
put on a collared shirt to get
in, some geniuses will pay an
ex'tra amount to get in wearing

''Dear John (Kerry) ... ''
Allow me to introduce
myself: I'm a 20-year-old black
male from Texas. No! Wait,
please don't trash my letter, I
can help you, I promise. You see
John, 1'111 concerned about the
direction of your campaign and
I would like to offer you a bit of
advice. I'm not going to lie to
you - you have an uphill battle
ahead of you. Bush has momentum as the incumbent and these
despicable smear campaigns
against you seem to be working.
However, all is not lost. You can
still pull this off.
Now let's talk strategy. First
things first: ignore the undecided voters. Frankly John, if these
people can't decide on a candidate after four tumultuous years
of G.W., you don't need them.
I suggest you go after tlie 100
million people who did not vote

in the last election. Large por- hero that became a vocal protestions of these peopl~ are single tor of tlie very war in which you
women and minorities - your served, even taking hard swipes
type of electorate. You get them at your fellow soldiers. So you
to the polls and I guar-an-tee had a gripe with the war and it's
they will hand you the election. still affecting you 30 years fro1n
Are vou taking notes?
now in the media. Here's your
Secondly, you should not silver lining: people unemployed
permit political thuggery to have no interest in a war that
dictate the public's perception ended some 30 years ago. Let
of you. Stop allowing people to them know you're much more
make you the new Dukakis. So interested in throwing them a
what if you're a liberal intellec- job rather tlian a medal and you
tual from Massachusetts? I find win single-handedly.
that much more endearing than
Which brings me to the
a bumpkin from Texas without "Anything But Bush" phenoma clue.
enon. Yes, this does make your
Alright, now this one is a mission that much easier, but
hard sell but I think it will be very it's not enough. You need votes
effective: talk about tlie issues. I and, as I mentioned earlier, you
know about your stance on the can get tliem from the people
issues, but do most people? I'm who don't usually vote. Our apaafraid not John. All they seem thetic friends are not too keen
to know is that you were a war on voting for "tlie lesser of two

I

evils." Convince them that you're
human; tliat you care about their
plights and you just may get the
opportunity to prove it to them.
Lastly, give us more of Teresa the woman is a gold mine. Plus,
I've always fancied a wo111an that
expresses herself.
That's aJl I have J ohn. I'm
no strategist, but the common
sense approach can do wonders.
Heed my advice and I'll be calling you President-Elect Kerry
on November 3. That is, unless
those pesky Floridians (namely
Jeb) give us trouble again.
Sincerely,
Michael Arceneaux
P.S. How about a job if you
win?

white t-slurts, throwback jerseys
and Timberlands. GeneraJly,
Dream's clientele consists mostly of broke people networking
with other broke people and the
farce can be quite entertaining.
For those who are too young
to get into the Dream scene,
you're not missing anything. Go
a couple of times, but don't break
tlie bank trying to go every week.
Personally, I would rather go to
a bar witli no cover charge tliat
is within walking distance. The
smart thing about Dream is that
it's in the middle of nowhere so
if you get agitated 'vi th the high
prices and pretentious clientele,
you already paid an arn1 and a

leg for parking and there's nothing close to the club that can
serve as an alternative.
So if I'm feeling like just
partying, Tom Ton1 is one of my
favorite Adam's Morgan bars.
There's no cover charge and
their Guinness draft is excellent.
Ifl'm feeling like getting dressed
up for a night out, I would ratlier
go to Republic Gardens where
it's a little more of an intimate,
low-key setting and networking
that could actually do me some
good.
Contact

the

author

at

mjstershaw2J@yahoo.com

The Pink Tee
Epidemic
What's crackin' Keith,
I just wanted to tell you that I have to give you props for speaking up about the pink tees. l\ty best friend and I always have conversations on where fashion went wrong. I was so stuck and stunned
with disbelief when I heard that whack Cam'ron had started a pink
epidemic and brothers from all over were catching it. I tell you, it's
like the Black Plague of 2003-2004. People just sin1ply need to stop
playing and keep it moving. It's like wearing high-top fades again
(so not cute!). I'm from Cali and, believe it or not, it has spread
out that way. I tell you I'll be happy when it is dead and gone! Your
article was great. Maybe it will raise some eyebrows ana get these
brothers thinking.
From one Bison to another,
Michelle Greenwell
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810 HILLTOPICS

SEPTEMBER 10, 2004
111e J/wtrlOU< Art< and Scf, 11C<'s Stl/df'nl
CoWIC'rl fu.1mts ..
Tup Imo 10th,• Sottrtt: The Original, lrts
tmd S<' lt'llC• ' llN-.t

l

Sund&)· Srptcnlbf:r ll. lOQ.f
Call I<' C"hll~l
(.'ramt1lf\ c\11J1101imn. 11.00 am

\

Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 \\lords and
$1 for every additional
five \'VOrds.

lltondl). Srottmbtr 13, lptH
Spc-:1Jl Lh.-.:11011 Spc l..1llll

Ure\\ 11~11. 7,(10 pm
G.1mc Night ~th. a11J Mi11glc
Drew ll,111. 9:00 p111

Il I

Tut)d•\· Scgttptl}er 14. 2004

B.E.S,T,S. (Bl 1~~ E\11111pk, Sh.iring Th<1r
St1,ri.:s)
L«tur.: s~n~
Fcatunni, Dr. Gre11 C'arr \fro-Am1-rican
StuJic' O.:-p.1r1111cnt
FounJc..,_ L1bn11; Bnm <mg R.<><>111, 7,00 pm

Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies \Vith a rate
of $10 for first 20 \VOrds
and $2 for every 5 \Vords
thereafter.

Wt\lnntl;\>. Sfplrmbfr I~ l(l(H
:.Oknt 1 \Iv: · \IL"\ & M~lc
Bladbum Isl Hoar Ttrra~. 7.00 pm
(An) ,1uckn1 '' 11hm 1he roll~ th t woulJ

hl..c to cith<r be 1 mentor 1ni.. <-1:
'1lould atttnd thh Cl"CDI) Sotc· s, IK>I"
•tthin th<"colk~ \1111 ~ r: . ·Ol,,-d b)'
gradual<' rrok~Oll:ll ,tudcnt~ ~tlld) ing ..
the l"'wn,.11).
Tbucda>. S, prrntbtr 16, lQH
Tropical Ni11ht 1n l':uruliS<":
Mr. -~ ~fo,, \n, -1 S.;l(l'K'"""' P-lt;(lllll
BIJclbllltl Ballroom 7lOG

Jfip Jfop Caucus

t):!dl). StpltQ)btr 17. 2()().f
Ab,~nt•,' \ . 1.:r Re1J1stra11on
Blackburn Cati:tcrm lc1cl. II 00 am-I :00

"Ulfien J{ip J{op 'M.eets Congress '

Announcements

Spring Break 2005
with S'fS,
America's # l
Student l'our
Operator.
Hiring carnpus reps.
C all for group discounts. I nfo/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
\\'\\'\\'.ststravel.con1

pm

Crampton)'lutfitoriunz
Saturaay, Sept. 1Jtfi
7p.m.-10p.m.

(Students \\ho de-ire to 1ote u'i11g un
absentee ballot are cm.-,>urug.:J to me.:t U\ ii1
the commuter C\>mputcr lab)
Saturda>. Stp!fmbtr 18. 2004
Sudan hrnb. '-'Y Dcmon,1rat1on
We will m.:ct on th.: Ground Lei cl of
Blad, bum at IOam to male sigm
Trawl to the cmb.t~'» ot I lam and rail)
from 12nooo-lpm
~Sudan EmN.1-,y 1s IOClltcJ at 2210
~1ass;i..;b1 >.:tts,\\c, S\\ for those "ho
"ould h~c to meet 11$ there

My-My, my ro ll
dawg, my ace,
my.. .

Thanl ~·ou for ~our participation and
iupport!

Happy Birthday
'Iangie
Girl!
Hope
you
Fuuf
a
Opportunities j
See You in VIP
People who great <Birtfufay.
-Fawn
£ove
pray

TOGETHER

-..UjiDJlaf/Y

me..

~~·

(82ani£7

stay
TOGETHER.

Rm 116
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l -.' I i ~ I~ ~ : t l I ' I I !. ..

l:\l)l i.(il:.
•·: !f"tJ<liS~A~ " +
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THE HILLTOP

All HILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.

Circle .K International
Gon1n1unity Service
Organization
I st General Body
Meeting
Whe,n: f)ept. 15th
Ti1ne: 7:00 pin
Where: Douglass Hall

-

4

Whenever you're feelin' lonely say...

''/ am not alone because my Daddy
(GOD) is with me.''
-John 16:32

P<i(P,P,

:Jv!.ac{Love
Lounge
Sunaay, Sept 19,2004

@Cafe <M.awonaj
64 rt St. :JvW
8-2}1.<M.
''For whom the Father sets
FREE is FREE 4eva!"
1 blk from HU Shaw Metro/CVS
Christian Urban Nightclub
Spinning Reggae, Hip
Hop, & Dance Hall
· RSVP for OPEN MIC
@(240 )413-2089

THEHILLTO ONLINE .COM

1nadlovelounge@hotmail.com

Students Faculty,

Staff
11Jop prices paid for
used and unwanted
Textbooks
Taj Book Service
(202) 722-0721

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers a new issue.
\

Tu.xtbook Savings
sinoe 1982
1.800.223.TAJO
(8250)
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